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Day one

Your first reaction while in a plane crash shouldn't be,

 

"This doesn't seem right,"

but for me that's what it ended up being. 

As the cabin pressure dropped,

I was filled with disappointment. 

I felt like this, more than any other time,

would be an appropriate time

to freak out. 

Everyone tried to stay so calm. 

Even when the morning sky blossomed over 

shards of minced plane cabin

& everyone's prayers were answered 

by the gusty howl of an apathetic God,



the people remained in utter silence. 

It was annoying. 

No beautiful women, 

much less virgins,

offered themselves up for the taking,

fearing they would never know the touch of a man's penis.

(Something I assumed would happen 

in an overabundance

leading to the reverse problem 

of there being only so much me to go around)

Unfortunately, 

most of them 

were apparently very loose 

& did not have that curiosity. 

My life flashed before my eyes.

It was mostly Internet TV & pay-per-view,

So at the end of the day 



I really did get to indulge in the fantasy

of women clamoring for glances at my danger parts. 

All the girls would be lustfully crying,

Surely there's not enough time for us all!

But under the bullet, 

precious seconds to spare,

I would make it in time. 

They would all cheer my name. 

The pilot would pull us out of the nosedive,

inspired by my bodily art

& I would enjoy the rest of the flight in business class,

Totally comped. 

I considered taking my penis out to masturbate, 

if only for one last time,

but reasoned if my privates were between my jean zipper 

when the plane hit the ground

it might tear the whole thing off. 



This was to be my first brilliant deduction of the adventure I was about to face. 

I kept it in, 

but the lady next to me totally knew I had a boner.

& for the record,

in case anyone ever asks,

plane crashes really hurt. 

Like, a lot. 

I am the sole survivor. 

I am on an island. 

This is all I know. 

Literally everything. 



The island itself is rather large, in the shape of a bean or peanut with two large 

peaks at each "nut," one of which looks suspiciously like a volcano though one can 

never really be sure of these things. Thick tree foliage plumes from the ground mere 

meters from the shore. The air is humid & sweet, while the wind brings wet salt to the 

lips. Under the sea gust a ripple of insect chirps beat away in the manner that only 

happens when it is seriously way too hot outside. Clouds have decidedly fucked off. 

The beach is sort of on fire with jet fuel. It could be between eleven thirty & two in the 

afternoon. 

Still a little drunk from plane wine

or possibly concussed

I scavenged wreckage for supplies,

or at least the ones that weren't consumed with flame. 

A flight attendant corpse had peanuts in the breast pocket. 

I took them, & felt my first dead boob. 

I'm thirty. 

The peanuts were warm. 

It could have been the plane crash

or boob heat.

or the sun. 



The sun looked at me kinda funny

so I masturbated. 



Ocean water warped sizzling steel & foam mixed with boiling petroleum, melting 

seat-belt plastic, flinging buckle clasp springs skyward shattered by the blaze. There 

were also people parts. It kind of put a damper on everything. If you could ignore that 

part, the silent drone of it all was quite mesmerizing. A finesse of nature colliding with a 

sudden release of entropy. 

Finishing led to feeling famished. 

I'm that good. 

Although I was getting hungry, 

I felt the need to create shelter before finding food. 

I wandered into the tree groves behind the beach

& began gathering sticks of all shapes & sizes. 

Years of Boy Scouts made this part fun. 

I made a broom of fronds & cleared an area. 

For hours, I Lincoln-logged sticks together 

until I formed a small outhouse

just large enough to lie down in. 

Then I layered palm leaves & smaller twigs 

in a basic weave on top of the structure 

& stepped back to admire the work I had done, 



stranded on this island 

with nothing but my wits & wilderness. 

It looked exactly like a coffin. 



After a quick, four minute weep

I realized I was thirsty

& still quite hungry. 

A fire wouldn't be too bad either. 

I rushed back to the wreckage 

to see if any of it was still burning. 

There were embers, but nothing worthy of birthing fire. 

I knew how to make a fire with sticks 

in theory,

but never had to put it into practice. 

I had a brainwave. 

Piling dry leaves & grass 

on the embers & blowing,

 I began to coax smoke out of the embers. 

After twenty minutes of huffing 

smoldering airplane seat lining glue, 

I had a small reasonably non-toxic fire. 



The only problem was 

it was nowhere near my stick casket camp. 

I tossed a heavy log on the fire

& hustled back to my dwelling. 

After assembling a second pile of kindling & plant husks, 

I returned to the fire with a long dry stick to act as a torch. 

This part became tricky 

because the ocean breeze kept putting out the flame,

& the wood wasn't all that flammable,

but after one, 

or two, 

or nine failed attempts

I managed to get a burning stick over to my camp 

& make another fire. 



All the flora teemed with life. Each appendage of lithe tree sent squadrons of 

bugs, as diverse in color & size as the expired selections from a strip mall candy store, 

out into the fire; branches sighed whistling screeches while the liquid mold & moss 

flushed smoke. Some of the larger beetles withstood the initial shock of heat, managing 

to tumble out of the direct flames before their wings singed away in totality. Their broiled

agony was dispatched swiftly & a snack source found. 

The taste of roasted beetles

 is almost like a fast food chain apple pie apple slice

 prior to a thorough drenching in syrup & sugar,

 that also happens to wriggle & twitch as you eat it,

 as it throws itself through the insect equivalent of shock.

These cooked unevenly, albeit the beetles being blameless. 

It would go well with box wine & sharp cheese.

The problem with appetizers is that they're really just there to get you going. 

Now I was starving, & very thirsty. 

Bugs are salty. 

From my camp, 

I could barely make out the sound of a waterfall. 

I decided food was more important at the moment. 



I wondered if that lady had any other peanuts,

maybe hidden deeper in her boobies. 

There was only one way to find out. 



On my way back to the crash,

I wondered how long it takes 

before people consider

& eventually partake in cannibalism,

& if one would inevitably get to that point,

then wouldn't it be best to eat the lets say

flight attendant 

sooner, rather than later,

lest the meat spoils?

Her body appeared to be soaked in wine & jelly, but those were just organ parts. 

Aromatically, sand & blood are complimentary, particularly at night when a chilly gust is 

just about to set in, but at the same time no one thinks wearing a sun dress would be 

entirely inappropriate. It doesn't happen often, but when it does, it's quite lovely. 

She would have looked divine in a sun dress, (if you put all the chunks & bits 

back inside where they belong). Like the kind of girl who never drinks except for 

champagne, but when she does most always takes it far overboard. This woman's 

death mask evoked an appearance of adorable incompetence, hours away from the 

precise moment when that kind of thing stops being cute.

Not to say that she wasn't a charismatic, professional flight attendant. She smiled

at everyone, even the baby who boarded bawling; the kind of worker who knows these 

things will happen & embraces them as an opportunity to excel... It is hard to appreciate

the fine, hard works of a person until you see them dead before you. 



I've read that human tastes like pork,

which is supposed to be bad for the heart,

but isn't human meat healthy?

Like, if "you are what you eat” is true...

I looked at the body. 

I checked it for peanuts.

 

Thoroughly. 

Nothing. 

I'm super positive. 

I wondered how hard it would be 

to just pull an arm off. 

That would hold me over for a long time. 

It would also be easy to hold over a fire. 

It turns out to be pretty hard. 

The human body is well designed,



but after a few tough tugs

the arm came right off. 

She was wearing an engagement ring. 

I kept it. 

Although I love rare steak,

I had the haunch of hostess very well done. 

It needed seasoning

but the meat was fatty & really juicy. 

I wondered if that would tide me over,

water-wise. 

It was dark now. 

I was exhausted. 

Really thirst too. 

I didn't feel like wandering in the blackness for water, 

so I went to sleep. 

I had a wet dream for the first time in thirty years on this earth. 



I dreamed I was plowing the one-armed air hostess. 

I ate & banged her at the same time,

eating her out like no one has ever done before. 

The ocean, when warm & fouled, can taste a lot like blood. People meat could 

easily be cooked kalua style, but the flavors could be vanquished completely if cooked 

too long, & really if you're going to have kalua human, surely you'd want the flavor 

intricacy of the primary ingredient to shine. 

Warm food & a woman's touch can really calm a soul in its darkest times, so this 

was kind of a two for one thing. After a long day, it is nice to have a reward of some 

sort, circumstances notwithstanding. Belching left a bad aftertaste. 

Clear night skies & a feast of stars would have made a trained eye's navigation &

coordination easy. Unfortunately, "under the stars" does not suffice as a traceable 

position. The insect fanfare faded soft & mild into the waves of popping sea foam. An 

educated man might have been concerned & kept up by the complete lack of bird song 

as what that implies of his position relative to larger nearby land masses. 

I slept fine. 



Day   2

Woke up with sand in my foreskin. 

Not a good start. 

The night compressed fire back to pulsing ember glows. Morning ushered gray 

ash in films upon a log, layered like manically applied dry lipstick on cracked skin. Even 

in an uncontrolled August hill blaze, fire never looks like it’s in much of a hurry. That's 

probably what's so terrifying about it; how calmly it destroys everything. You've probably

never thought of a fire, "trying a little hard, aren't we?"

Some things, like pizza or fried chicken

or spaghetti, taste better cold the next day. 

Not this lady. 

In all fairness, meticulously removing individual grains of sand from the raw end of a 

peeled back, unwashed, uncircumcised penis & then immediately handling food may 

cause contamination of the flavor spectrum. 

After breakfast, 

I wandered into the jungle

in search of water. 

The sound of the distant waterfall

lured & serenaded my parched tongue,



singing siren melodies of promised relief. 

Or it was the wind. 

I've heard dehydration can make one hallucinate, 

& if you are suffering from a dehydration induced hallucination, 

I would imagine, like other hallucinogenics,

it's best to stay positive. 

The deeper one plunged into the tits of the island (under certain angles & 

degrees of squinting, the peaks looked like misshapen-- but still perky-- breasts), the 

thicker the foliage & the higher the humidity. Roots of various trees entangled in 

contortions at once violent & sexual, forcing their way up above ground, leaving several 

smaller species dead & dried, their bodies now weights, scars & shadows of the ones 

who lived. 

I came upon a coconut tree.

Afterwards, I cleansed all the semen from my hands, 

put my penis away & realized 

I had found a coconut tree, 

solitary on a minor mounded hill. 

Its long, tender stalk, fibrous bark, wispy branch shadows & milky aroma 

coalesce; the coconut tree stands a defiant rogue in the fruit kingdom. A hard shell on 

the seed tells passing birds, "Go fuck yourselves." Reservoirs of creamy nectar call  out 



to nature, who put it in such a hostile, dry environment. "Fuck you, dude." Most likely, 

someone has died from a falling coconut, & if that coconut tree could be reached for 

comment, the first words out of its mouth would be, "Fuck that guy!" It really is a true 

American fruit. Strong, versatile & deep down to its core, white. 

Wanting some of that milky goodness

I picked up a fallen baby coconut & hurled it at the larger

fruits on the tree. 

As I watched it sail past the tree in complete silence, 

I realized I should have just eaten the baby. 

(I cannot tell you how many times I've had 

realizations like that)

Feeling that the walking to recover the coconut

would expend too much energy,

I opted to climb the tree 

& pull a coconut down instead.

I've always thought myself something of an athlete. 

I never really did the rope climb in gym, 

but I did the "sprint straights, walk corners" part of track really well, 

& I figured most of those skills carry over. 



Gathering strength, I hopped up 

& before long, I was one-third up the tree. 

I looked down. 

I had jumped chest first into my tree-semen. 

When rain falls in musket ball sized drops, or a burst of sun spits through damp 

overcast, or when the wind blows & a guy cuts down a tree, but then one second too 

late realizes that the tree is primed to fall on his car or house, there's a moment in the 

gust which sounds like a thousand trees' euphoric sigh. It's one thing to treat a tree as 

an individual, a soul per seed, a sort of unifying sense of oneness between beast & 

plant. Yet it is a completely different, dwarfing experience to try to view the forest as a 

collective organism, with each variety of towering tree being something as minor as a 

wiry hair on some sort of terrifying root-brain-network. The same logic could be 

extended to ants, or swarms of bees, & when you start applying it to humans the sense 

of unimportance one must feel most likely explains things like handlebar mustaches, & 

bedazzled vaginas. 

Gathering all my strength to continue 

the trek up the tree was nothing 

compared to the mental strain required

to block out the fact 

that my ejaculate

on freshly sunburned skin



felt pretty nice. 

I could see over most of the island,

minus the rear of the peaks,

which from here looked a lot like twin volcanoes. 

Thick tree cover coated the bulk of the land mass

except for a near-uniform beach ring encircling the peanut-boob island. 

It was then I saw smoke rising in the distance

near the mountain's summit;

not from a volcano,

but a bonfire by the mouth of a small waterfall. 

I knew where I had to go.

 

Whoever made that fire was my best bet at getting home,

& wouldn't those helpers be more willing to lend a hand 

if they were greeted with gifts

of freshly picked coconuts?

I finished the climb 



& grabbed the husky orb. 

The shells of coconuts are not

the only tricky thing to break

on the coconut plant.

It is a universally durable form of life. 

I looked down. 

The baby coconut wasn't too far,

maybe fifteen feet. 1

From the treetop, the smoke looked about three to five miles away,

a lot of that being mountain 

so it would probably be a full day's walk. 

If the peaks were indeed volcanic, then a simultaneous eruption would be pretty 

erotic. It was like looking at a girl in a really tight green knit sweater who suddenly 

lactates fire. Of course your first instinct is to see if she is surprised by this. She looks 

surprised, but almost in a posed kind of way. She looks as though she has dropped a 

handkerchief, but in a, "Well look at me" kind of way. She looks as though she would 

say “well, I do declare” but not in a classy way. The island was getting pretty hot. 

From the trees, one could see the “under-boob” part of the peaks. In order to 

reach the fire's origin point, a route must be taken either through the crest, or around 
1 Shit...



the side of the nearer peak, such that the mountain may be scaled at a shallower slope.

Walking along the edge would be easier, & there would be no chance of getting lost, but

would also take longer & keep the already dehydrated body in the sun & away from the 

(God willing) fresh waterfall that flowed through the valley. The choice was grimly 

obvious. 

I had already gone nearly a full day without a drink,

two & a half if you don't count

Wine & stewardess grease. 

With an acceptably manly battle cry,

I pulled at the coconut 

to the limits of my soul. 

It didn't budge. 

& I didn't want to pull any harder

for fear of falling

or injuring my soul. 

The sun passed overhead. 

It felt like 3pm. 

No one, it seemed, would be having coconut water, 

nor would they be eating coconut flesh. 



There was always air hostess,

but that's kind of a lot of red meat 

& I have to start watching for those things. 

Guess I'm just at that age. 

There were no birds to be heard either. 

Which is a shame, because 

I cook a lot of chicken at home;

again, trying to watch the red meat thing. 

Not that I don't have fun. 

I get my kebab on all the time. 

Tandoori chicken kebabs are basically hot dogs

but the bun is meat

& the meat is a skewer. 

It's a lean protein alternative. 

A lot of happiness 

comes from lean protein alternatives. 

Bugs are LPAs. 



There are plenty of bugs.

The fourteen distinct types of bites on my legs confirm that. 

Not giving much thought to it, I scratched my leg. 

Slipping from the top of a tree

& realizing you're about to be in a plane crash

are basically the same feeling

in different degrees of intensity. 

One being on the “routine dentist appointment” level of anxiety

the other on the "tea-bagging a bear-trap while blind-folded" level.  

My legs morphed into vices

clamping down on the trunk. 

They held. 

My arms did not. 

I found myself hanging upside down. 

My heart raced. 

Hearts don't race like that 

unless you're tea-bagging a bear-trap blind-folded. 



My legs trembled; ankles locked. 

Legs don't tremble like that unless 

you’re tea-bagging the bear trap blindfolded, 

& then you hear a bear roar,

but it’s not an angry roar,

more of a, “wtf” roar.

Roar?

As I pulled my 

My shirt fell over my face. 

Especially the wet part. 

Here were my options as I saw them. 

A. Suicide. 

B. Slide down slowly on my back. 

C. Try to do some sort of flip, holding on with the arms, & flopping over backwards, then

re-voicing the trunk with the legs (this would probably hurt my arms & privates & not 

work).

D. Do a sit-up,climb down as God intended. 



I eliminated option B due to sunburn. 

Option C, I will admit, was retarded. 

So it was between A & D. 

& I really hate doing sit-ups. 

The world upside down is like being indoors but there are no floors, you're 

strapped to the ceiling & if you let go, the void-carpet hurls you into the sky & you die. 

The bedhead is also terrible. 

Some people like the feeling of blood pooling at their brain, most likely because 

they don't get enough oxygen to the head & have, over a lifetime of being slightly 

deprived of brain-air, turned out as “simple” people who enjoy things like hanging 

upside down, & feeling that weird pressure in the eyeballs whilst inverted. 

Watching ocean waves upside down from a higher elevation is a sight to behold. 

They are like tiny hands reaching down from the night heavens only to be sucked & 

lifted up, curling in & sending that momentum up & out.

Vomiting inverted bats who are about to get into a fight must be difficult to 

describe for the inarticulate. "Hey look! That one is gonna throw... up?"

Although I hated sit ups,

I decided to give them one last shot. 

This is what 12 years of PE

& a community college Kundalini Yoga class were for. 



Actually, I didn't take PE

in my last two years of high school. 

I remember swim unit. 

They used to call me the Rainstorm,

not because one time I peed while jumping up & down on the diving board

but because I cried so much when some got in my mouth. 

For the record,

I thought it was a reasonable amount.

I was not successful in the sit up. 

Getting up the tree had taken 

most of my stamina. 

It was getting hard to hold on. 

Adrenaline paraded through my veins. 

I could hear my old gym coach yelling at me: 

Why do you keep jumping up & down

on the diving board if you know the pee 

is going to get everywhere?!



Because if I stopped & turned around,

I'd get pee on the diving board

& that is not only dangerous, but gross too. 

But you know that don't you, Coach Yelzner. 

You got an Associate’s degree in sports medicine. 

You know everything.

In spite of Coach Yelzner

& his stupid whistle tassel,

I wrenched myself upright. 

Blood returned to my lower half.

 

It's weird feeling blood go into your penis

for reasons totally unrelated to sex. 

I reached out with all of my will

to two coconuts

that looked kind of like boobs

I grabbed them. 



One flew off & fell to the ground. 

But my grip 

would not give this time. 

Sliding down the tree 

proved to be excruciating

on my ever-worsening sunburn

& I even managed to get a few blisters on the way down.

But honestly...

The semen helped a lot. 

Not only did it act as a salve & lubricant 

But there was a lot. 

So I'm good. 

I masturbated again. 

Not for sexual purposes. 

For functional purposes. 

Functional lotion purposes. 

Afterwards, I gathered the adult & baby



coconut & set about

trying to find a nearby boulder 

to try to open one of them. 

A pile of promising looking stones

presented itself not too far

from the coconut tree. 

There were four in the pile. 

A large, suitcase-sized mini boulder,

& three small stones, 

ranging in size from an egg, 

to a potato sized one

with a particularly fine edge. 

I collected the three smaller rocks. 

They looked nice. 

Then I attempted to smash the large coconut 

I had worked so hard for

on the largest of the stones. 

At this point I was incredibly thirsty 



& I wished I hadn't masturbated so much. 

I needed that moisture inside of me. 

Coconut overhead, I brought it

crashing down on the rock. 

Nothing. 

Exhaustion is feeling new muscles you didn't know you had because now they 

hurt.  Running a marathon will get you tired. Fighting a bear, losing & then being 

dragged back to the den of cubs for dinner, still alive, fighting futilely,  throwing fists in 

panic & no real conviction, no hope of escape, into the bear's unaffected pelt.

Although maimed, you can so clearly see the ticks in its muzzle, the tartar in its 

teeth, how she's licking blood from your leg as you are dragged by it & it feels kinda 

good for both of you & you have your moment but then you see mysterious white stuff 

coming out of you, & you know that's not good, because what the hell is that, anyway? 

That's exhaustion. 

So very far beyond the scope of exhaustion,

I decided to indulge in a nap. 

Or maybe this is what dying of dehydration feels like...



I woke up at sunset. 

My skin itched & peeled. 

No amount of semen would salve those sores. 

Purple streaks of sky formed fissures along the cloudless horizon. The insect 

symphony trumpeted, both the day bugs & nighttime cricket crooners embracing the 

brief span of late afternoon where their songs overlap. Cold wind lifted afternoon heat, 

smothered in the sand, whose warmth rested between the chilly sky & soaked sand 

beneath the beach. An unrelenting tide scorched & abandoned the shore with corpses 

of coral & uprooted seaweed, leaving despair for those who ever imagined the ocean 

could be kind. 

I felt like I do right before the LSD kicks in. 

Everything was "normal,"

but I obsessively checked to make sure 

everything was normal

& that my toes couldn't crawl away

if I stopped looking at them. 

The coconut must die, I thought. 

In a savage, semi-sexual, "I just woke up," 

kind of berserk, I laid waste to the fuzz on the fruit. 



Using the sharp rock

I flogged & whacked away with steady determination,

in the way men with missing limbs know

they can't really "full-body bang" 

like their uncrippled counterparts

& focus on the stamina/duration thing instead

that we all know no woman really wants. 

Now look at them, 

beating world running records,

with those little shoe-infused, flippers. 

A small crack emerged on the shell. 

It was just enough 

for a finger to bore its way

to the center. 

Finally, I had a small stream of coconut milk. 

Nothing ever tasted so good. 

Creamy, refreshing water soaked 

into my dry throat.



I think most people say coconut water hydrates 

better than water

because the people who say it 

have been stuck on desert islands

where their alternatives

are sea water, urine and sunstroke. 

After drinking the contents,

My hands were covered in a mess

of spooge & coconut milk. 

I heard if a jellyfish stings you,

urine disinfects it. 

So I sterilized my hands. 



With night sneaking in, 

the sounds of the jungle converted

from a sleepy, hot afternoon drone

to the euphonic blitz of bugs hunting. 

Unfortunately, I had no information

on what creatures sounded like what.

But there was a lot of clicking

& squeaking & it was all

quite terrifying. 

Nearby, either a small raccoon, 

or the biggest cricket in the world 

garbled. 

If it was a cricket,

it had quite a complex range of emotions. 

Fear set in, so I threw the largest rock I had. 

As it left my hand I recall thinking, 

"This is a fuzzy rock..."

I was mistaken. 



I had thrown the coconut. 

There was a moo-like squawk 

& the sound of a creature scampering away. 

I wandered through low light

to retrieve my food

with the largest of the three stones 

readied and raised like a club. 

In intermittent moonlight

the black dampness of blood

was barely visibly

but squished slightly underfoot. 

I felt proud

having hit the thing pretty hard by all accounts. 

The dark outlined my destination

at the neck of the mountain. 

One large fire blazed in the center of six or seven smaller burns. 

I could make out the distant sound of drums,



some hooting 

& three part harmonies 

of a moo-like squawk. 

Even from afar,

they seemed quite friendly. 

For once I felt like things would finally be alright. 



Prometheus & the Eagle

Prometheus was the one to bring fire to man, invoking the wrath of Zeus, who 

had him chained to a rock where eagles would forever consume his liver. Track the 

events back & the initial offense committed against the god was, "he gave Zeus a fat-

wrapped rib bone, instead of an ox-stomach stuffed with beef."

One of those was apparently more offensive than the other, although in the sake 

of fairness, they both sound disgusting. Point being, Zeus is a fickle dick. & this, in fact, 

makes him a better predictive model for reality than the Christian deity.

Modern science has a duty to subscribe to whichever model of description that 

best predicts future events. It's a very practical way of going about things, & humanity 

has attempted to subscribe to this throughout most of its history. For those rational 

thinkers who lived before the times of modern science, who only had their thoughts & 

allegories, Zeus must have seemed like a much more realistic interpretation of this 

caustic Nature, especially when contrasted with the Christian ID (intelligent designer). 

Is it more realistic to think that under the assumption this existence is governed 

by an omnipotent entity, that it would more closely resemble the loving, forgiving Lord of

the New Testament, or the petty, arrogant, spiteful, often arbitrary & hypocritical Zeus? 

Prometheus attempted to better the quality of human existence. His punishment was 

eternal live consumption. Sisyphus was a lying, deceitful king, but in his trickery 

temporarily granted man immortality until the gods of war got bored & insisted man be 

allowed to die bloody deaths. This deed, along with reuniting a river god with his 

abducted daughter (who was abducted by Zeus), was punished by Zeus forcing 

Sisyphus to eternally roll a boulder up a hill, only to watch it roll back down again, every 

day for the rest of time, reverberating itself in the saying, "No good deed goes 

unpunished." Make note how much more often you  hear that utterance as opposed to 

something like, "Life is so forgiving & eternally loving." Make note that the gods were 

created to give explanation to natural disasters, & that there really isn't such a thing as 



a "natural miracle" beyond poorly manufactured toasters producing Jesus-shaped 

lumps on the breakfasts of cataract suffering Spanish Catholic crones. Make note that 

the curse of Sisyphus would have been way more manageable, had someone taught 

him the basic tenets of bowling. 

Prometheus & the eagle probably formed a very intimate relationship over time, 

what with him being such a reliable, sacrificial provider. Their friendship obviously did 

not begin on good terms. Prometheus would have needed some time, maybe six 

months or so, to grow accustomed to the daily ritual until the pain of being eaten would 

no longer be enough for him to, by default, hate the bird. Then something novel must 

have happened. The eagle ate too quickly or too much & threw up partially digested 

liver on Prometheus's open wound. Shocked at first, he must then have realized after a 

moment that his curse was eternity, & would not suffer any infection or consequence, 

only the comfort that the eagle would have to come back the next day & eat its own 

dried vomit off of Prometheus's belly. 

& once you get around the smell, hot vomit can feel quite soothing; its acidity in 

open wounds like a hot stone massage, pleasantly painful. 

The bird would age, have eaglets & with not much else to think about 

Prometheus would no doubt understand his role within the family. The eternity of the 

damned must have seemed to him such a happy alternative to watching his only 

company whither in time. Perhaps after a generation or two the extended family would 

erect their aerie at the base of Prometheus's shackles. He would watch the youngsters 

hatch, & understand that upon birth a baby eagle will commonly slaughter & eat its 

siblings because that is how things are, & that would make him more a part of the eagle 

family as an everyday participant in the cannibalization of family. 

Then over another stretch of infinity, those birds blessed with an infinite spring 

fresh bile; with no environmental favoritism towards aggression, perhaps even a leaning

towards the placid as the more boisterous of biters would cause Prometheus to shake 



them off, giving them a less hospitable existence; with their time no longer required for 

hunting, developed the bird equivalent of philosophy.

I began my march 

toward the distant light. 

Not too far in,

a rustle erupted from the night. 

With my arm cocked back,

ready to launch

a stone, I waited;

holding my breath,

straining my eyes for any movement. 

Then, without so much 

as a disturbance to the wind

a pink blur shot past my feet. 

The thing scampered behind me,

tripped on a rotten tree root

& yelped. 



It was a baby pig. 

Pink, with gray patches. 

Something had happened

to its front foot. 

The poor thing couldn't stand. 

As I approached it,

the piglet tried to scurry away,

hyperventilating to the point 

that its heartbeat became visible

on its skin

through the shivers & tremors of fear. 

I stayed with the piglet. 

It kept its eye on me. 

I fingered coconut meat from the adult. 

The piglet's eyes wandered with my hand. 

Using two digits, 



I scooped a glob out for the pig. 

As my hand extended 

the whelp recoiled,

so instead I left a small pile nearby. 

By the time I settled back in,

the pig was already inching

back towards the pulpy goodness. 

Over what must have been about an hour,

we dissected the innards of the coconut. 

I alternated scoops between myself & the little one. 

It didn't really seem to understand 

the concept of every-other

& extended its neck out for each scoop. 

Mirth ensued. 

& even though I knew

the piglet would have

terrible coconut diarrhea later,

I felt like we had bonded in a way



that it would be wrong of me 

to wait until the piglet fell asleep

& then kill & eat it. 

Plus, it’d be totally filled with coconut diarrhea...

Stuffed with coconut,

the whelp fell asleep. 

I was still parched,

but in that moment

watching the piglet sleep,

I didn't want to try to open the baby coconut 

for fear of disturbing the piglet’s slumber. 

But at least with it asleep

I could finally masturbate. 

It would have been weird

if the thing were awake.

Hurt, 

immobile & scared



while I whacked it. 

Dehydration made my reproductive material

more like coconut pulp

than water. 

Once finished,

I felt the need to cuddle. 

The pig stirred as I inched closer

but obliged in spooning 

initially as the little spoon,

yet by morning had transformed

into the big spoon. 

I did not know what gender the piglet was,

& had no intention of physically investigating the matter. 

I called it Sue. 

Sue seemed like a motherly name for a girl,

& Sue was a swell spooner,

but a boy named Sue would toughen up quick,

at least in country music theory



& no sows came searching 

for a lost pup in the night,

so it seemed important to me

that the little fella have a fighting shot.  

Also, yelling "SUE-EY" was really fun.

Especially when you act like a hillbilly

& do a moonshine dance. 

Sue proved to be dramatic & deceitful. The hoof injury, examined while the piglet 

slept, amounted to nothing but a small splinter between the two large toes. It was 

removed without incident, but at dawn the pig still whimpered, flashing tear filled eyes &

lifting its left hoof with delicate sensitivity as to not put any pressure on the grizzly 

laceration. The splinter had been in the right. Yet the piglet insisted on limping, albeit 

inconsistently. At the slightest provocation, whether  disturbing an oddly shaped pebble,

or moving towards the piglet too abruptly, Sue would collapse to the ground wailing with

an intensity usually reserved for events like self-administered abortions; pause to make 

sure there was witness to the trauma; then resume its tragic soliloquy. 

Before long,

Sue was eyeing the coconut

through impressively wrung piggy tears. 

The last coconut. 



I knew no coconut/pork based 

breakfast recipes 

so I shared it with Sue. 

Briefly, I imagined what it would look 

or feel like

if I held the coconut to my breast

& suckled the sow on the fruit like a boob

& if the piglet would know what I was going for

& could appreciate the gesture. 

I opened the coconut with the sharp rock,

cutting my hand on its edge as I struck. 

Sue was scared

but didn't move.

As I cursed everything

& called the pig a freeloading orphan,

I went to wrap the scratch in a palm leaf. 

Sue sucked at the coconut gash



while I fiddled with my hand. 

The cut made me feel manly. 

So did hitting things with rocks. 

I drank from the hole,

fed Sue pulp,

& enjoyed the swell of personal confidence. 

It wouldn't be too hard to find another coconut tree. 

I had rocks now, too. 

The first tools. 

The first game probably as well. 

Throwing rocks. 

The first app. 

I became genuinely excited 

about the prospect of using tools 

to scavenge food for Sue & myself,

& if I could not find food

I felt manly enough



to make Sue the food. 

No. 

Don't do that. 

I eat meat. 

The air hostess bloated with decay. 

I like meat. 

Dry rigor mortis locked her legs like iron. 

Given the option, I'll take it. 

A civilization of flies flourished within the woman's disembodied arm socket, lined with

larvae sacs, rot cultures & freshly shed cricket skins. 

But I don't need it. 

I'm not one of those guys. 

She died as well as anyone could hope to die, feeling next to nothing. Her last thoughts

were fantasies of her new fiancé. They were in Italy. She'd never been, but manifesting

it in her imminent death, understandably imagined it was way nicer than it actually is.

No meatball is ever that spicy, & really, baby tomatoes, fresh mozzarella & balsamic

vinaigrette taste good drunk on wine, just about anywhere.

You reach a certain age

Or you don't. 

& that whole, ribs & chocolate cake thing



can't really happen all the time, except for special occasions. 

Like getting engaged. 

No one other than Egyptian kings really intends to be fossilized or preserved. 

Egyptian kings also made pyramids. Just because. So on the relative scale of ambition, 

mummification or the preservation of the dead body was probably a four out of ten. To 

be fossilized seems quite a sad & lonely fate. The rest of your generation decomposes 

into an oily rot that can be converted into pure energy, eventually blasting out the 

exhaust pipe of an American car. The fossilized king must remain a frozen carcass of a 

representation of what it once was, without essence of character. 

Pity poor sharks made of mostly cartridge whose skeletal structure could never 

encapsulate the empty terror of silent eyes; jellyfish swarms social nuances moments 

before lava erupts from underwater volcanoes; clams caught in a current being buried 

deeper & deeper, as if it weren't a dark enough existence to live as a shellfish. 

I don't like fish,

so most of my LPAs are chicken. 

Cowardice amongst hermit crabs is difficult to evaluate. There is a certain bravery in the

victims of hurricanes who stay with their homes & family heirlooms, but also a fear in

not letting go. A hermit crab would be the least expected to outrun a cascading

underwater lava flow, so could be attributed the zen-like bravery of indifference &

acceptance. The ones on the beach though, are universally stupid because what are

you even looking for up here?

Ready to embark on the next phase 

of travel, I went to pick up Sue,



who still believed itself to be severely injured. 

The piglet by now had no issue

with me scratching its head,

but flatly rejected the idea of being hoisted up

by convulsing like a capoeira dance-fighter. 

The thrashing didn't hurt,

but startled me into backing down. 

(Once I was walking through the park by my house

& I passed by three abandoned baby birds

shivering in the evening wind. 

The Internet told me 

the best thing to do 

when you see a hurt animal

is to leave them. 

After building them a leaf & twig fort

I did,

but when I passed by the next morning 



they were dead.

Stomped into the sidewalk by some jogger. 

So the Internet is an idiot.)  

By throwing my shirt over Sue 

I was able to bundle up the piglet

& began my trek towards the mountain summit. 

Sue fussed about for a while

but after accidentally dropping the bag

& having to wrestle it back

maybe five or nine times

the baby pig became tuckered out

to the point where it just fell asleep

for what seemed like hours. 

In regards to my own journey,

it wasn't before long 

until I stumbled upon another food source. 

In fact, had I not been so busy



dropping Sue on tree roots

I might have sooner noticed 

that I was standing in the middle of a banana field. 

I ate to my heart's content. 

Sue napped in the bundle. 

The piglet didn't mind me tucking a few fruits in with it. 

I don't know if pigs can eat bananas

but I'm sure it's better than nothing

& it would help mitigate against

unexpected pig diahrea 

especially carting one around via human back. 

Suddenly I heard a noise

that sounded like approaching footsteps. 

I was saved!

They stopped. 

Silence fell. 

I became very nervous. 



It was hard to see through the thick bushels

of literally countless bananas. 

I forgot to mention,

there were tons of bananas. 

Too many bananas. 

In perfectly spaced rows. 

As I realized I was standing on a farm,

its owners & keepers approached me. 

They were a savage looking pair; two men with nothing on but banana peel 

dong-thongs & spears as thick as soda cans. Massive, gorilla-like chests sat on barrel 

stomachs teetering on obesity if it weren't plainly all muscle & banana-related 

constipation. Dark brown skin clashed with red & black hair, whose long locks were 

braided & weaved into the matching facial hair such that their appearance looked 

strikingly like animated masks. Either that or they looked like men wearing bonnets 

made of hair. Relative to their body size, the men had short legs, long arms & large 

heads. 

One was moderately larger than the other, although their main distinguishing 

feature came from the fact that the smaller of the pair was missing several fingers on 

both hands & an entire foot, which had been replaced with a carved wood block vaguely

reminiscent of a cleated shoe, bound to the ankle by a segment of woven rope. 



They approached without much sense of alarm, using their spears as walking 

sticks instead of carrying them in any sort of guard position. In fact, the men appeared 

to be in the midst of a casual conversation. Their native tongue unlike anything remotely

familiar or modern. It contained clicks, whistles & many, many umlauts, like some sort 

of barbaric Swede derivative (although to look at them speak, all you would see were 

their slightly open, frozen mouths in a quarter sized hole, & the occasional flicker of 

their flapping tongues). Green, soft eyes scanned the field in rapid, thorough sweeps. 

Like lizard kings, there existed a serenity in the way they simultaneously hunted under 

armament while moseying along the aisles of banana trees. 

They were foreign looking & scary. 

So I threw a stone at them. 

It sailed clear overhead,

to the point where one seemed to question 

whether or not it was an actual act of aggression

or just me trying to get their attention. 

His larger,

braid-bearded friend

had less doubt,

& advanced, spear drawn

ready for combat. 



Luckily,

even though they spoke no English,

the body language basics

of begging for mercy 

are fairly universal. 

The terms of my surrender were negotiated. 

I was to beg & cry. 

They were to hit me on the head with the butt of a spear. 



For Better or Worse – Day 3

I awoke in the early evening heat,

when the day is cooling

but the ground is still releasing the hot remnants of a fading sun. 

I had a large bump on my head

& no idea what happened to Sue. 

There was no sign of my captors. 

They left me in a reasonably well constructed

hand-built hut, complete with support rafters

& ventilation slits sewn into the palm leaf thatched roofing. 

Fissures of light came dancing through the structure, illuminating prancing wisps 

of dust in near stagnant air. While assembled with visible skill & experience, it did seem 

as though it was a sort temporary housing, not meant for long term occupation. The 

rafters were bound together with knots of rope (similar to the kind that bound the 

smaller man's artificial foot) in a shoe string style bind, which looked as though it could 

come apart with a simple tug. It was also hard to imagine the ventilation slots being at 

all useful in any non-summer weather, which was curious due to the extra efforts it must

have taken for their construction. A closer examination revealed that the hut's roof was 

likely removable & reusable, as the points in which the rafters were bound to the roofing

left wear marks, as though the construction had been replicated many times before. 



This seemed even stranger because the space was quite large. A center totem 

stood at the cross-section of each rafter, which had been draped with beaded tapestries

forming small rooms. Most were desolate, except for a small, corner enclosure, where a

small pit had been dug for human excrement. 

I realized the roof vents 

were entirely necessary

to help air out the smell

of red meat/banana poops. 

One sample exuded 

the smell of dampened rot

so powerful 

wet & warm

I could only conclude 

that I was not alone. 

A blonde man with a beard,

gigantic hands,

& a pierced eyebrow 

appeared in my peripherals. 



He had been slumped in the shadows

this whole time.

His clothes were tattered

but looked in roughly the same wear condition

as my own clothing. 

Judging by the light sunburn 

on his fair skin,

I deduced he must have been another survivor!

He was also wearing a pilot's uniform

& I sort of remembered him from the flight. 

We passed each other during boarding,

& I said something about how

DUIs don't count if you are flying,

& why would they have free peanuts

if you weren't expected to get a drink or two?

I didn't recognize him right off the bat

because he wasn't wearing an eyebrow piercing on the flight,



his heard had grown a massive amount

since I last saw him,

& he was also missing a leg. 

His face

& entire countenance 

looked drained,

like that of a broken man; 

a man with a void in the soul, 

a piece missing. 

& not just because of the leg. 

His eyes possessed a vacant stare of intensity

which could only belong to a soul

trying very hard to forget. 

A drunkenness 

Of grief. 

He did not recognize me at all. 

Even when I reminded him



of the "hang loose" sign

I flashed him before takeoff. 

But he did confirm himself as the pilot. 

He called me “brother” and apologized for having killed us all. 

The pilot claimed the crash had been his fault. 

I asked if anyone knew where we were.

He had made no contact with the mainland

Or any other passenger

Or my pig. 

The cockpit dislodged from the cabin

on impact with the water. 

Tides rolled it to shore

north of the wreckage

a considerable distance

& no, there were no 

"Pigs that looked like they were missing a family member."

In his catharsis



(When he spoke, the dryness of sand 

could be readily detected in his trachea)

the Captain confided in me

that he was having an affair with an air hostess.

They had fallen in love;

They were to run away together. 

She was on the flight too

in the cabin. 

The pilot rushed back to look for any survivors,

specifically her.

But by the time he recovered,

 freed himself from the cockpit, oriented his position,

& made the trip to the primary crash site,

the Captain found that not only were there no survivors, 

but that a local tribe of natives 

had defiled & eaten bodies

including the arm of his beloved.2 
2 Shit...



Stricken with rage, he set off after the tribe,

vowing vengeance & perhaps stealing a boat

if they had the means.

Judging from the construction of the hut,

we agreed they likely did. 

The Captain claimed to have already killed three

& injuring at least five more. 

To relate to his trials & struggles

I told him about getting stuck in the coconut tree. 

I also told him about how cute Sue looked 

wrapped up in my shirt. 

This seemed to remind him of his hunger. 

I told him if we got any food, he could have it all. 

I had eaten enough. 

The Captain continued his story:



Through tracking the squadron’s footprints, he knew the natives were all larger than the

average man. But they were heavy too, as seen in the depth of their footprints relative

to his two , perfectly shaped, beautiful feet. Ten distinct pairs could be identified, but the

general tread obscured the actual number of feet. Deep circular gashes in the mud by

the tracks indicated they carried heavy spears, but upon actually seeing them, the

Captain saw that several of the men walked on pegged legs. 

He staged an ambush on the first night, killing the first man while he was making

a bowel movement. With no weapons, the pilot engaged bare handed. He grabbed the

squatting local from behind & threw him backwards & towards the ground, head first

into a rock. Smashed skull bones & brain pulp pooled between the pilot's toes. It

smelled like steel wool soaking in pig brine. The pilot found comfort in this. The corpse

made no cries for help, but death rattled in a rhythm identical to an old disco song about

staying alive. 

This would have been the perfect moment to say something clever like, 

"Didn't mean to scare the BGeezus out of you." 

Instead, the pilot re-murdered the local with his own spear. It was crafted for throwing,

but the Captain's smaller stature made it more suited for close combat & standing over

a body, stabbing it repeatedly until it made the sound of churning butter, or an old timey

late-afternoon, lubricated dick whacking.

Next to death was the poor peon sent to investigate his deceased friend's absence. The

Captain allowed the boy (who still stood two heads taller than the pilot, so it's not that

horrible that he killed a teenager, right?) to find the body & scream. He descended upon

the boy with the might & rage of a man whose true love had been killed, eaten, & visibly

fondled. With this one, the Captain allowed the cries to carry through the night. He

ripped the boy's lower mandible from his thrashing skull. The screams began to gurgle

& whistle. The pilot beat the weeping teenager, void of mercy, with his own

dismembered jaw. 



As he heard the squad approach, the Captain hid in the shadows behind trees.

The men carried torches & javelins. Upon discovering the boy, it became clear they

would not be able to save the young man. The Captain watched from cover as the

natives put the boy out of his misery, which they did by eating him.It looked pretty awful,

& the boy  did not appear to be enjoying the gesture. Watching this unfold, the Captain

mused how cannibals fighting and cannibals eating at a buffet probably look exactly the

same. 

The pilot took this opportunity to sneak up on the group of six & stab the largest

of the group in the back, using a spear confiscated from the now dead boy. To his

surprise, the men were so transfixed on the blood from their meal that they did not

immediately notice the blood of their colleague being spilled. With his extra moment, the

Captain ripped the spear from the dead man's back & swiped it in a massive arc across

the chests & faces of the remaining locals. 

He expected a reiteration of the boy's final thoughts, which translated into English

roughly as, "AHHHHHHHHH!" Instead, the pilot was met with the cold, enraged silence

you would get at a restaurant for disturbing a meal. The men followed this moment of

quiet with the native equivalent of "tsk-ing" at a restaurant, which was a bloody battle

cry. The Captain's primal instincts assured him he was outmatched, causing the pilot to

whip the spear back across the group, drop the weapon, turn and flee, all in a blink. 

The chase was particularly toiling on the pilot, still immensely sore & mildly

concussed from the crash. His only advantage was the fact that he had all his toes, feet

& shoes, enabling him to run as fast as he could, unlike the cannibals who could only

move as fast as their replacement equipment could handle. The torch light also proved

useful as a means of determining how much distance he created between himself & his

pursuers. The Captain hid & listened to the men vocalize what he assumed to be a

militaristic back & forth between squad members, which seemed to communicate

position. Each member delivered a specific tone or note in a prolonged groan. This

allowed them to know who was where & gave a rough approximation for distance



between members. Their harmonic battle song backfired, however, in that it gave the

Captain an easy means of tracking his foes. 

The pilot followed the squadron back to the banana grove. He stole a few & ate

as the scout party he had followed hung up their spears & equipped themselves with

trowels & baskets to collect their daily fruit. The pilot spent much of the day picking

dried blood from the grooves in his hands & wishing he still had a spear. 

Between brief naps filled with nightmares mourning for his beloved, the Captain

observed the locals’ daily routine, making note of when individuals wandered off on

their own. For the most part, the natives were highly efficient workers who stopped only

for sparing sips of water from wooden buckets by the banana trees. 

They did not seem at all saddened by the loss of three comrades & filled the day

with laughter. The Captain stirred with anticipation & excitement as the group appeared

to break for lunch. He hoped one would splinter off for some peace & solitude. But

much to his surprise, instead of eating, a second group of natives (all women) arrived...

& then the locals had an orgy.

 

Prior to the outbreak of mid-day group sex, the pilot observed how much smaller

the women were by contrast. The sexual dimorphism was extreme. They looked almost

like children. The females were not very well endowed, but compensated with flexibility

& volume. They wore “clothing” which amounted to bands of leather wrapped around

their bodies. The pilot couldn't tell if they were initially intended to be clothes, or handles

for the gentlemen. Their voices were surprisingly gruff, although the activities partaken

might have influenced the timbre & tone of voice.

 The Captain saw things he had never dreamed. Front ways. Sideways. Upside-

down diving ways. Ass play. Backwards backside pounding. Tush tapping. The weirdest

tush tapping. Full on combat-elbowing each others' butts. Butts were everywhere.



Things were inside other things. Other things were inside even more things. The men

had bizarrely long foreskins. No one seemed bothered by the spear wounds on half the

party. They played what might be considered a game that could only be described as

"William Tell-ing," but upside down with a banana instead of an apple, spears instead of

arrows, & at the end the men orgasm.

 Eventually, after everyone finished, had a snack & a nap, it was back to banana

gathering business as usual. As it turns out, sex siestas make the rest of the day fly by,

even as an onlooker. When darkness fell on the second night, the tribesmen replaced

their gathering tools with hunting equipment & set back off into the night. This puzzled

the pilot, who could not understand how they managed to function for so long with such

diligence on literally no sleep. His curiosity was not at all enough to dissuade him from

murdering every single one, but it did stick in his mind as the hunting party did not

behave any less than chipper with the burden of sleeplessness. 

The Captain tracked them with a weariness & doubt his own fatigue instilled on

him. The two parties circled & danced each other through sand & brush. Though he

wanted nothing more than to garrote & bleed every last cannibal, internally the Captain

lacked the confidence in his own ability to overpower one unarmed individual at that

moment, let alone an entire party. His body trembled under its own weight. Blood

struggled to pump its way back to the heart. Every part of him wanted to die & join his

beloved. All adrenaline reserves were tapped & dry. 

He was pretty tired. 

Then, in the midst of their game, the Captain was suddenly struck in the face by

a flying baby coconut. He released a squawk of surprise & mooed in pain before taking

off into the darkness. Blood flowed from his nose, soaking his white shirt & leaving a

trail behind him. The pilot ran as far as he could, but the natives proved to be excellent

trackers. Following drops of blood reflected in fire & moonlight, they surrounded the

Captain, who watched helplessly as their torches encircled & closed in. 



I said nothing. 

Oddly enough,

the Captain was not consumed on the spot

but apprehended & given immediate trial

sentenced to life imprisonment

& also they would eat his right leg off.

The locals' judicial system was highly efficient & organized. 

The Captain was given a “lawyer,”

but it was the corpse of the boy he murdered

so the defense was weak. 

From what he could glean from body language,

the tribe intended to keep him 

& eat him over time.

As the gavel of indictment fell,

which was really just a coconut tied to a rock

(which also turned out to have a secondary function as a thermos)

the cannibals descended on the pilot 



eating his right leg up to the knee. 

Other than that, they had been delightful. 

As it turned out,

even in light of the Captain's anger, 

he could not help but see 

the cannibals were all very happy people. 

They glowed with warmth & cordiality.

Simply put,

the more they banged,

the more they ate. 

Eating lowers stress.

Sex lowers stress.

Feel good now. 

Feel good later. 

All the downsides to having kids were gone,

because here



they just ate the downsides away. 

The Captain noted that even as the jury ate his leg off, 

several of the locals mimed compliments to him 

regarding the pilot's taste & muscle definition. 

The kindness did not cease there. 

Right after the cannibals finished the leg,

they dragged him to their makeshift prison

where he was tied down

& village women came to reproduce

with the exotic stranger. 

They banged him all night.

One after the other. 

It was like Chinese water torture,

but with banging. 

The only logical conclusion

was that the natives were conditioned by their environment 

to reproduce frequently,

that their society seemed to glorify warrior culture 



& they wanted to disperse his murderer genes into their pool. 

Or, you know, maybe they liked his hair. 

For whatever reason,

the indigenous women of the island

could not get enough of the warrior newcomer. 

Upon hearing this last part,

I began plotting a gruesome murder. 

At first I thought about killing the pilot. 

I would look like a hero, 

but killing a guy with one leg

seemed very unwarrior-like. 

Plus, 

he could probably still beat the crap out of me 

by the sound of it,

& having one's equally handsome face

smashed in by a cripple

didn't seem very warrior-y. 



The Captain's leg had been bandaged with an intricate weave of leaf & grass 

fibers. The stump was red with blood, but looked as though it had received some form 

of medical attention. The leaf wrap was coated in a minty salve, which had accrued a 

considerable amount of dirt from the pilot dragging himself around the hut. 

The temporary prison broiled in the midday heat. Sweat & body odor swarmed 

around the Captain to the point where the bandage, though competently applied, would 

probably soon slip off. 

Fortunately for the Captain,

his imminent murder was interrupted

by a four man squad of locals 

armed to the teeth

with spears 

made of teeth. 

The pilot clearly put them on edge. 

The cannibals brought with them,

Sue the pig. 

The infant swine didn't look too worse for wear. 

The tribesmen had even made a bandage of grass pulp & spit

(similar to the pilot's)

for Sue's hoof "injury."



Everyone except myself was familiar with the language barrier,

which must have been established during the night's sex parties. 

They communicated with body language

& repeating certain established phrases,

including a word that sounded exactly like

"Arugula " but with all umlauts. 

The Captain flapped his arms wildly,

drawing small figures of planes & frowny faces in the dirt. 

From what I could work out, 

everyone was pretty mad about the pig. 

“The locals are accusing you of stealing this piglet.” the Captain muttered. 

I addressed the room, 

declaring that the pig rightfully belonged to me. 

I moved to claim Sue, 

but the two tooth-speared guards stopped me

with threatening glares. 



I pointed at the pilot

then back go myself

“This man once beloved to me,” I said. 

“but your people (I gestured towards them)

took him for yourselves. 

Now, I concede to the universality 

of finders-keepers

& seeing as you initiated this custom

I feel it is only fair & democratic

that you reciprocate that honor which I have bestowed upon you.” 

I turned to the Captain & asked if he could draw that all out for them. 

He was visibly confused. 

The Captain's confusion confused the cannibals. 

After an agonizing silence, 

the tribesmen burst into tears of laughter. 

The pilot & I nervously laughed along. 

Sue was not laughing,

so I gave her a dirty look



as if to say, "play along, idiot."

The cannibals warmed up to me,

filling the hut with the boisterous glee of summer camps. 

I feigned more friendly gestures

air high-fives

miming basketball free-throws

& even did a little robot dance.

Although I doubted they knew what robots & double guns were,

the point was made. 

We all kept laughing. 

It went on way too long. 

I gave the Captain a look

& silently mouthed to him

that on the count of three,

we would attack. 

He looked back at me,

down at his leg nub,



& back to me, 

wide-eyed.

He slowly shook his head from side to side,

as if to say, "Yes. This is a great idea. 

You take the ones on the left, 

& I will take the ones on the right."

Although virtually inscrutable, I knew the Captain & I 

were on the exact same page. 

I lunged for a spear.

The spear’s owner had arms the same diameter as a human head. Bite mark 

scars  along his wrists & forearms had been converted into tattoos of fire & birds by 

what appeared to be self-administered burns. He had two eye colors  - one green, one 

brown - lacked all facial hair, & possessed an aroma of fermented death. Although the 

man's musculature seeped of vigor, the seeds of a gut bloomed from his belly. The 

weight must have been recently acquired, as the man seemed off balance. His 

plumpness made him the most reasonable target for ambush. The other three were 

younger, more wild-eyed & fixated on the Captain's leg, like they wanted more. 

The spear itself was made of a wood that looked like bamboo, but was a striking 

dark red color. The toothed spearhead could have come from the canine of a medium-

sized predator, or perhaps the tusk of a very small boar, & had been sharpened quite a 

bit as evidenced by the grinding marks along the side of the head. Along the shaft, the 

tribesmen embellished the weapon with decorative human teeth. They ran down the 



length of the spear in a spiral pattern, forming a twisted grip. Crafted with care & 

excellence, it would make  a great tool for forging a daring escape. 

I missed completely, 

falling onto the cannibal

& groping his chest. 

I tried to play off the fondling as a hug, 

or harmless flirtation.

No one was fooled. 

Seeing I was in danger,

the Captain leaped up onto his one leg 

& with swift deliberation, tackled the pile of men. 

Of the four men, one was noticeably less confident about being in the room. He

had a large nose with nostrils that pointed outward in such a way that you could always

see his naval cavity from both nostrils, to an almost pig-like degree. The pilot

recognized him from the primary search party. Not by the look of his eyes, which pulsed

with dread & horror, or the naturally defensive stance he took; the foot angled away

towards the door & the body shifted back with a slight torque as if to suggest the young

native might poop himself a little if so much as a piglet squealed; but rather by the gash

mark that streaked across his face & neck. The nose thing was pretty distinctive, too.

But it was clear, this was a man who knew the Captain's wrath. He wanted nothing but

to escape the anguished fury that pierced the atmosphere like a spear driven through

you & also your best friend so that you looked like a weird, buddy-kebab.



The frightened cannibal made the perfect first victim. He was already scared, & what

better strategy for dealing with a scared person than scaring them further? & what's

scarier than the dark? So the Captain ripped both of the young man's eyes out with one

hand.

I scrambled away from the pile

& unleashed a ranged attack. 

The Captain's leg-nub bandage had fallen off. 

I threw it with all my might

at our mutual adversary. 

I hit the blinded man,

but he seemed pretty distracted by his other injuries. 

Nonetheless, I considered it a helpful combat contribution. 

The cannibal’s eyes flew from the owner’s sockets  down into the depths of his

peer's esophagus. The two other men did their best to restrain the Captain, but the pilot

began biting his way out of their grips without hesitation,  twisting their groins to the

point of popping and then ripping one set clean off. The man choking on eyeballs

managed to cough them out and take a single breath  before the bloody junk of another

man was shoved right back down his throat, restarting the choking procedure but this

time with balls.

The only thing I could throw that might hurt was my belt buckle, 



but

in the act of undoing the latch,

I got some perturbed glances

as if they thought I was going to take my penis out

for undignified reasons,

which discouraged me from continuing my attack. 

I don't know where they got that idea from.

As the castrated cannibal fell into shock, the Captain slapped & beat him,

demanding he feel the pain. The choking man finished vomiting balls & was forced to

watch as the Captain played with his friends' organs. Dirt went damp with blood. An

intestinal wall tore open, spilling waste & tears wrought from the choking man - now

gagged his own delirium - to the floor, mixing in with bile, spleen fluids & fear pee. 

 

In a blinding fury, 

the Captain executed the four men,

impaling two on the same tooth spear. 

As they lay dying, he whispered to them

that their kin & colleagues 

would suffer worse fates

all in the name of his beloved. 



Eyes were gouged. 

Necks broken. 

Larynxes were used as nooses. 

Intestines made into cummerbunds. 

The piglet Sue,

not knowing what to do

but also not wanting to be left out

or appear at all on the cannibals' side

pretended to fight a severed foot. 



The Captain sat calmly

turning their spears into death crutches. 

I collected Sue. 

Everything smelled like blood and death. An intestine from one body ruptured, 

spewing out plumes of fecal odor out faster than the ventilation slits could diffuse the 

smell. The man hanging by his own throat swayed back & forth slowly, releasing a 

metronomic croak from the wood rafter above. 

The Captain was blocking the exit. 

He didn't ask me to leave

but would not acknowledge my presence. 

Instead his focus fell into the task at hand.

The pilot went about figuring out how to hobble

with the spears

in such a way that they could also be used for their intended purpose 

of stabbing

while also helping him get around. 

Sneaking around him did not look feasible

& would probably be weird

so I squatted down with Sue in the dirt



& wept

in a really manly way. 

After a moment or two of this, 

the Captain asked 

who taught me how to throw. 

I used the pig to dry my tears

& replied, myself. 

He told me my aim would be better

if I weren't using so much energy shrieking. 

I took his advice 

& threw the first thing I could grab 

at the smug pilot. 

It turned out to be the severed foot Sue fought. 

I shrieked

in a reasonably masculine way.

The foot flew over the Captain,

which ricocheted off a support beam



& kicked a corpse in the dick wound,

spraying blood

& unejaculated semen into a musky mist. 

Now I was covered in cannibal blood,

which is probably really like

fifty people's blood,

& if what the pilot said about their breeding practices was true,

I was about to get rashes everywhere. 

The Captain exited the hut

& began traveling towards the mountain summit,

presumably to find more tribesmen

for what I assumed would not be peaceful negotiations 

for passage off the island. 

As he made his way through the

fields of banana trees

he gathered readily accessible fruits in pairs

& hanged them from the grips of his death crutches. 



I followed suit, 

Sue tucked under my arm. 

I fed the piglet chunks 

of ripe, sun-warmed banana. 

The Captain suspected there was a water source nearby, as evidenced by the

long trenches in the dirt which could have only been used as irrigation routes for the

banana crops. The large incisions in the earth looked dry, but the Captain plunged his

spear crutches into the ground, only to unveil damp soil. 

The channels pointed off

in the direction of the waterfall

I spied whilst hanging from the coconut tree. 

Late afternoon heat seared the already red sunburns blistering off the Captain's

back. The weather, however, soon began shifting. A cold wind swept across the island.

Temperatures plummeted as leaves whistled in the rustling chills of the ocean breeze. It

sapped moisture from the air, bringing a salted sting to the fresh cuts & scrapes along

the pilot's chest. He emerged from the bout with no serious wounds (minus the minused

leg), but had superficial injuries covering most of his body. He felt the weight of blood

pooling at his knee stump. There was no doubt it would become horribly infected. It had

been drenched in the blood of many other men who frequently ate other men, & the

Captain hadn't had a booster of any sort in over a decade.

Following a few minutes of dashing & hobbling 

through the brush & bramble,



we discovered a large freshwater creek. 

The three of us plunged our heads in neck-deep,

taking in sweet mountain water

to the point of bursting.

We only nearly lost Sue twice to the current,

although I suspect one occasion

was a deliberate escape attempt

to get away from the Captain

whom the piglet would not let out of its sight,

even underwater while we were drinking,

which is a pretty creepy thing to see.

A baby pig

staring at you 

inverted under river water

its tongue flapping in a wake. 

The Captain simply reached out to pet Sue,

Who understandably interpreted the gesture as attempted murder. 



After pulling the piglet from the creek,

we agreed to rest for a moment. 

Leaves the size of splayed hands sang overhead. The forest released a sighing 

hymn teeming with life. Tree trunks waned in the wind, creaking bark & squashing sap 

between the folds of birthing moss. Wild sunset streams of red & purple light tinged the 

greenest leaves brown. It flashed spotlights on dust twirling above rolling water while 

warming minuscule spots of skin in ways which raised goosebumps & single shivers. 

The Captain announced a need to relieve himself. 

It had been way too long for me too,

if you don't count dribbles of fear pee that leaked out

while being kidnapped & attacked by cannibals,

which, to me, seems like a reasonable

if not downright competent defense mechanism

against being eaten. 

We agreed to part ways for a moment. 

The Captain walked upstream a ways

& was soon out of sight. 

Sue, having had too much excitement, bananas

& luke-warm water,



began dozing off. 

Finally alone,

I took out my wang. 

I found the sound of running water very sensual,

losing myself to overlapping folds of cold foam

that looked so still, yet shimmered 

as gallon after gallon

flowed past. 

I was also thinking about boobs. 

My eyes closed as I reached my climax. 

The wave of pleasure was overwhelming,

sending me flat on my back,

panting for reprieve. 

When I opened my eyes 

& cleared the lids of semen,

I found myself face to face with three cannibals. 

They too had white smeared



on their faces,

but theirs was war paint.

Although to be fair,

I wouldn't have been too surprised 

if you’d told me the natives made

white war paint with the semen of their enemies. 

I doubt many boxers masturbate

in the moments leading up to a fight,

because it really takes a lot of aggressive instincts out of you.

& while I've never been one

to cry after sex,

it seemed to come more easily 

whilst surrounded by three large, dark, foreign men

fully intent on stabbing you. 

This selection of locals

was even larger than the last. 

Standing on my tip-toes

I maybe reached the lower end 



of the smallest man's nipple. 

They were all considerably more intact than the others as well, who had had 

missing chunks & bite marks across every conceivable part of their body.  These three 

were pretty much whole. The largest one was missing a pinky but had replaced with a 

prosthetic finger, though that was basically a knife, so it wasn't all that comforting. 

Whereas in the previous encounter the locals used single spears made of teeth, 

the three before me carried one in each hand with the points fashioned from sharpened 

femur bones. The spears had been modified as well, with an added handle, also made 

of bone, perpendicular to the shaft & located three quarters of the way up the length. It 

looked like a massive police baton with the spear head on the short end. 

The men were considerably armored as well, with coconut shells & skulls of 

various sizes for knee pads, & shoulder guards & mixed varieties of woven tree bark 

draped over their massive frames. 

As they closed in around me,

weapons drawn,

yelling at me in their language,

their faces frozen in angry “oo's”

which now sounded like drunks gargling a liquefied spicy food,

I noticed a creeping shadow approach. 

The Captain wormed silently along the creek bed 

like a three legged dog,



only two of the legs were spears. 

Once within striking range, 

the pilot propelled himself into the air 

& came down on the cannibals,

skewering the middle tribesman through the belly with one spear 

& the one on the right 

through the back of his neck,

the spearhead

jutting out

red

from his mouth. 

The three men looked at one another 

baffled. 

Two sank into death in confusion. 

The pilot had spied the men coming from afar & planned his approach accordingly. He

went for a quick pee, only to return moments later to witness the loudest display of self-

gratification the Captain had ever witnessed. He would have waited had he not noticed

the three sneaking over bushes, following the tracks the wounded Captain left behind. 

The three tribesmen appeared to have no idea what masturbating was. The pilot

mused that because the demand for procreation on this land of cannibals was so high,



purely on an economic level, that there was never a need for self-pleasure. The trio

paused for a moment. They watched. They got closer. They watched some more. They

saw semen fly in the air. They put two & two together. Weapons were drawn. 

The mechanics of maneuvering on the spear-crutches still needed tweaking &

practice, but the Captain recognized that there would be no time for such preparation.

He chose to advance along the creek bed because the dirt muffled his approach. He let

his arms do the hauling, & saved his leg strength for the final leap. He twisted his foot to

the side & used it for balance, up until the final moment. The pilot vaulted himself

forward, landing right behind the tribesmen & using his first jump's momentum, bounced

up with his back to the last lights of the sun. The sensation of plunging through the flesh

of a fellow man, fueled by his duty as Captain & lover, energized the pilot. As he

withdrew his weapons from their bodies, the weight of blood rested on the spearhead

like ink from a quill, like a reward. 

The third man looked to the Captain,

to me,

to the Captain,

& back to me again, 

wondering if taking me as a hostage

would do any good 

against the one-legged mad-man. 

While he continued to process

the murder of his colleagues,



I took the opportunity 

to hit him in the face with a rock. 

This time my aim was dead on. 

The stone collided with his forehead 

right on the armor. 

The blow didn't so much as hurt him

as it did reorient & irritate him. 

As the Captain attempted to pull spears out of cannibal holes

the last standing tribesman attacked me. 

For the record:

when you are stabbed in the chest 

to within an inch of your life

with a hand sharpened femur bone 

while murderous, cannibalistic wild men

lie dead, 

their corpses

pooping & peeing themselves



mere inches to your left,

& then you look right,

& Sue the freaking pig,

not knowing what else to do,

is pretend-fighting a banana,

your first thought shouldn't be,

"Well, this doesn't seem right."

Yet, somehow, for me

that's what it ended up being. 

As I bled out,

trying to control my weeping,

because who knows?

Maybe tears saved now

can be used as "temporary blood" later.

I watched as the Captain sprang into action. 

He moved to attack

but appeared to be having trouble fully 



dislodging his weapons from his foes’ bodies. 

Then the pilot tripped & fell halfway into the creek. 

The third man pried his bone

from my bones, 

sending a fountain of blood 

cascading down my belly. 

Realizing that being enraged

is a tactical advantage, 

the cannibal flung himself at the downed pilot. 

The Captain rolled to the side,

narrowly avoiding the spike,

then doubled back,

flipped on top of the tribesman,

& pinned his head under creek water. 

As the Captain drowned the final foe,

he screamed at me to apply pressure to my wound. 

I tried, but it hurt a lot,



so I pretended to. 

While the world went dark,

I watched my last friend in the world 

(because Sue apparently was too busy with its new best buddy, Banana)

desperately try to stop my chest from bleeding. 

He tore his dirtied white shirt off

& wrapped it around the gash. 

His wet, exposed, tan chest glistened in the sun,

muscles pulsing from strain as he pressed into the bleed. 

"Great, now I'm dying

& self-conscious about my body,"

I thought as brackish shock overtook me. 



Day 4

On the verge of death,

life does flash before your eyes. 

But I basically saw that movie

like three days ago,

so this time around

I feel like I really got to get into it. 

I saw parts of my childhood,

being raised in a home

of radical, extremist atheists. 

My father's version of the sex talk

was watching An Inconvenient Truth

& then showing me Internet porn,

 telling me it was better than real sex.

It helped reduce breeding,

which was good

for the fight against over-population. 



He told me never to have kids

& left me with a twelve pack of white socks. 

Mom was a fierce community activist

who also traded pies with the neighbors,

& despite hating the local church, 

donated her signature dishes 

as the Sunday post-service snacks,

mostly as a way of spitefully showing the congregation 

that kindness is not reserved 

just for those of us with Jesus.

She was also a doctor at a neighboring abortion clinic. 

They shared a dumpster,

which was a bummer for almost everyone. 

I remembered my rebellious youth,

playing in local dumpsters

& taking home all the weird things I would find. 

Once my parents caught me with a discarded Bible. 



They were so mad that 

to punish me they sat me down

& made me read the entire thing in one sitting. 

You also never forget your first love. 

Mine was a red-headed girl named Alex. 

Sure, she was in porn

& we've never technically met,

but are we friends on Facebook?

& has she replied to my pokes?

The answer is yes. 

Because "Who is this?" & "Please stop"

are technically responses. 

& liking her fan page is just like being friends IRL.

But adult flashbacks are so lame. 

Towards the end, 

you're watching stuff you did last week. 

The end of my montage

was mostly Netflix catch-up, 



& the whole "being stabbed" thing. 



I became conscious before opening my eyes. 

Running water songs danced in my ears. 

I went to touch myself,

as in accordance with 

my normal morning routine, 

but a sharp pain rocketed through my whole body. 

My memories caught up to me. 

I opened my eyes. 

I was still on the creek bed. 

Sue was playing in the bank. 

The Captain was tending a fire

& roasting what looked like chicken. 

It smelled wonderful. 

Once he saw me stir,

the Captain came over with a cup of water

crafted from tightly woven banana leaves. 

The construction was top-notch.



I noticed on his leg, 

or rather where his leg

used to be,

that there was another weave 

wrapped around his knee nub. 

I asked him what happened. 

He replied I was lucky to be alive. 

I started to thank him for saving me,

but before I could finish

he interrupted & said

it was not him who I needed to thank. 

Apparently, once I blacked out

the Captain figured I was a goner

& left me for dead. 

He only came back after realizing he could eat Sue. 

When he did return,

the Captain found me in a stable condition

being tended to by the woman. 



She appeared once mentioned. 

I felt the blood leave my face. 

At first I thought I was light-headed

from blood loss, 

but as it turned out the blood had simply reallocated itself to my penis. 

Side boob was everywhere. 

She was gorgeous too.

Massive locks of sandy blonde hair, 

explosive jade green eyes,

full lips,

creamy skin,

& the side boob...

It was like something out of one of those 3D paintings

where you have to cross your eyes to see the image,

only the image was boobs

& they were really there. 



With an untraceable accent,

she introduced herself as Rachel. 

The woman was tall, placing somewhere between myself & the taller Captain. 

Her clothing consisted of a simple gray skirt & a cream, fake-silk, sleeveless (they had 

been torn off at some point) blouse, which was bursting at the buttons with breast. She 

possessed a calming presence that was most certainly deliberate. Her sphere of 

influence, which was probably just vagina pheromones, filled the creek bed with an 

intimate atmospheric flatness. She held a demeanor which was kind, but never 

considered for an instant that one wouldn't devote their entire attention to her; not as an 

expectation, but a pleasant demand, as though sound itself refused to echo near her. 

Or maybe all the sound waves were absorbed into her tits. 

Mid-morning sun rose & raised the first water vapors from the night chilled 

steam. Singed chicken skin crackled, causing the woman's eyes to dart in such a way 

that betrayed no apprehension or surprise. Her handshake did tighten, however, 

bringing about the observation that the skin on her palm was rougher than expected. 

The talking set of side boobs 

informed me that I had been unconscious all night. 

My condition was stable,

but I required more medical attention. 

Rachel had cleaned my wounds

to the best of her abilities,

creating a healing salve from local herbs,



sealing the wound with a mixture of hot sap & melted bees wax,

binding it with a banana leaf bandage similar in design to the Captain’s.

She even removed my clothing & washed the more minor scratches on my back. 

Upon hearing that last part

I made an attempt to smell myself

to see if any of the boob scent was still on me

while also trying to be gentlemanly & discreet. 

Moving hurt, so I gave up. 

Rachel then announced

that she had seen a lemon grove

deeper inland

& wanted to retrieve a few 

to disinfect our wounds later on. 

The Captain offered to go with her,

citing the dangerous clan of cannibals

whom Rachel appeared to have avoided contact with.

But the lady declined. 



"Someone must stay 

with the handsome devilish hero

who was injured doing something probably really heroic,"

I'm sure she replied. 

The woman disappeared into the trees. 

The Captain came & sat by my side. 

He was clearly enamored,

but in a conflicted way

due to the death of his beloved. 

I thought for a moment

that this was 

as good a time as any 

to tell him who really ate the hostess.

But he looked happy right then

& I didn't want to spoil that for him, 

especially in our circumstances. 

We were really all each other had.



Sure, he’d left me for dead

& tried to eat my pig

& my next poo would totally have parts of his beloved in it

& I didn't even know his name. 

He told me

like, when we first met.

But I forgot,

& thought it would be embarrassing to ask again. 

We watched the creek together in peace. 

I asked him what he did with the bodies. 

He taught me what "composting" was. 

We split a banana. 

Or rather, Banana. 

Sue was heartbroken. 

I thought about Rachel seductively eating 



something exotic, like a Hawaiian pizza. 

But no matter how much cheese I fantasized 

cascading down her nape,

something didn't feel quite right. 

I asked the Captain if he could place 

the woman's accent. 

He couldn't. 

I asked him, 

if her clothes looked a little small on her.

Not that I was complaining.

He wasn't complaining either. 

The Captain asked me why I cared. 

It was nothing, really. 

I just knew in my gut that if there were pairs

of tightly clad, vaguely foreign side-boobs

on that plane,

I would have remembered. 



& my life had literally just flashed before my eyes

twice 

in the past week.

The Captain called me foolish, in so many words

& laughed genuinely

& then forcibly for a bit. 

Not only did I owe her my life,

He guffawed

in a way that only a man with a beard can do...

but she also spoke English. 

None of the natives spoke anything remotely similar

not even understanding basic shared concepts between modern languages

Like “NO,”

“MOMMY,”

& “OUCH”

The vegetation sprawled out of control along the creek. Green grass buds burst 

from the pebbles on the shore. The trees were overrun in a lattice of vines. Sun beams 

illuminated the water, transforming it into a blinding, moving mirror.



"Rachel" returned. 

She passed me a lemon

& told me to squeeze it 

onto the banana leaf bandage. 

She said it would be good,

but I for one had had enough

of her whore-mouth lies. 

Not only would juicing a lemon

on a basically open stab wound sting 

like getting stabbed in the chest

in the exact same spot,

but lemons are sticky 

so it would sting & linger. 

Despite overwhelming pain

coursing through my whole body,

I lunged at the woman,

yelling at the Captain



in a manly way, 

like a "reasonably-manly-given-the-circumstances, 

namely-my-near-fatal-boo-boo" 

kind of way, 

to aid me in her subjugation . 

He did not.

A great struggle ensued. 

Great struggles are sometimes exceedingly brief.

 

I don't recall the exact details

of who kicked who in the face,

The Captain did the kicking. Yes, he found a way to kick with one leg, hoisting himself

up on the crossbar of his spear-crutches & launching himself forward like a kangaroo on

its tail. 

or how many of us cried,

Exactly one person cried.

but at the end of the exchange,

I had lost even more bodily fluids. 



My banana bandage was all scuffed. 

The wound was exposed

& smeared with creek dirt. 

The woman became even more convinced

I needed serious medical care. 

The Captain wanted to leave me for dead.

“Rachel” would have nothing of the sort. 

She said something about the integrity of human life 

& the binding of dignity's existence with the social contract

& when she got all passionate about whatever she was talking about

her chest muscles flexed with conviction & pride

pushing a little more side boob out from the confines of her ill-fit blouse. 

A glint of sun reflected into my eyes.

I thought it was coming from a shiny pebble.

 With the sun in my eyes,

I did feel sort of like murdering strangers.

Maybe that's why the Captain was so violent:



He just had sun in his eyes the whole time.

Upon closer inspection,

I realized it wasn’t a pebble, but was in fact

the engagement ring I had recovered from the flight attendant.

It  had come out of my pocket

during the struggle.

Keeping a close eye on the other two,

I slipped it back into my pocket. 

I began fading in & out of consciousness

& crying

Picking up snippets of their conversation. 

She was trying 

Unsuccessfully 

To convince the pilot of surrendering to the cannibals. 

The natives did have enough medical knowledge 

to eat off one of the Captain's legs without any infection, 

& all things considered,



the pilot's leg nub had healed remarkably quick. It was still a bloody mess, but an

unanticipated & miraculous amount of scar tissue had already formed. He attributed the

quick recovery to the salve applied during the initial sex romp. Not only did it dull the

pain considerably, but provided a relaxing tingling sensation & a moderate high. It

smelled of mint, citrus, kiwi & cream.

The Captain thought it better to sneak into a village. Once they confirmed the

existence of their supposed "hospital" the pilot would extract all necessary materials. 

Red beams of sun broke through trees within the mountain's crest,

shining boldly off the Captain's chest. 

His sandy tufts of evenly-distributed,

full-bodied chest-hair 

fluttered in the breeze.

 He declared his intention to investigate the lemon grove & search any villages nearby.

With two crop fields in such close proximity, the pilot felt confident there would be a

dwelling not too far from either. & if everyone he encounters get speared to death, then

win-win.

Without consult,

the pilot left me & Sue alone

with the woman on the creek bed. 

The sky looked as normal as home



& I thought of people at their job

taking their coffee poops;

young men asserting their adulthood 

& not masturbating in the stalls. 

The woman made a wretched soup

with the Captain's chicken, banana & lemon. 

She played digging games with Sue 

who ended up finding a white truffle 

the size of a fist. 

I went in & out of naps for the duration of the day,

trying to recover whatever strength could be salvaged. 

Once, I awoke to see the woman gnawing

bare-handed, the chicken carcass. 

If you've never seen a hot woman eat a chicken carcass,

don't. 

It's horrible. 

The way she stuck her hand in it



was like her arm was some sort of 

monstrous cotton candy

but you can't just look away from a gorgeous lady

licking meat. 

From time to time

I would close my eyes

only to open them in agony

as the woman disinfected my injury

with lemon rinds. 

I cursed the ham-fisted boob-wench

& flailed into the creek. 

She pulled me out, 

but got pretty wet in the process. 

The woman began to unbutton her blouse. 

Blood attempted to flow to my groin 

but it was needed elsewhere...



In the epiphany part of my brain. 

I was sunburned. 

The Captain was sunburned. 

She was not. 

She had no newly formed tan lines

& no lotion

because I totally asked

a bunch of times throughout the day

for various reasons. 

& I can spot fake tan lines like I can spot fake boobs. 

She had neither. 

I became wholly convinced 

the woman was not who she claimed to be.

& that "Rachel"

had not been on the plane. 

But then who was she?

How did she end up here?

If she was an insurgent sent by the cannibals,



how did she know English

& why did they not come 

& capture us

while we were separated & injured?

Regardless, 

it would be impossible

to bring up in conversation

without ruining my chances with her

should I be mistaken

& she be DTF. 

Few women are DTF after being accused of cannibalism & espionage. 

Unless they're really into it. 

Then you just made their day. 

I thought about the viability of another ambush attempt. 

My wound started to smell funny. 

I thought of the best way to catch her in a lie,

& expose her, which may lead to a confession.



The only idea I came up with was attacking her with bees,

so I was very low on blood. 

But even if I did out her

& it turned out she had malicious intent,

how could I defend myself?

Screaming might squeeze

fluids from my holes. 

After some thought,

a brief nap,

waking up to Sue pushing dozens of white truffles

into what looked like some sick Banana memorial,

thinking I was having a nightmare,

waking up

& seeing the exact same thing

I came up with a plan.

"Nice skin..." I said.



She looked at me, perplexed. 

I went on. 

“As an amateur expert on female tan lines, I knew anything close to her 

complexion required plenty of even sun exposure, which meant her profession  was 

likely a nude model of some sort, (because only an employed woman could afford 

clothing, yet not know how to buy properly fitting clothes because she spends so much 

of her time naked) most probably for art students of something like that because if she 

was in porn, I think I would know. Although, you have medical knowledge which means 

you could be in nursing school & stripping on the side to pay for it, but then again, I see 

no bra lines.”

Of course time was of the essence,

So this came out as

"Are you a whore? Where's your bra?"

Nailed it. 

Her face writhed with the surprised look of a magician 

whose doves just flew from his fly

at the wrong time.



Before she could confess to any deceptions,

the resonate groan of a shell horn 

rumbled through the woods. 

It took me out of my head and back into the moment at hand. 

Evening had arrived quickly. 

I barely processed the day. 

The Captain found a chicken. 

Where did the chicken come from?

Was it even a chicken?

Maybe it was a toucan. 

Do you really want to align yourself with a man who'd eat a toucan?

Perhaps the cannibals were a safer option. 

Sure they'd probably want to eat a leg or two

But they haven't murdered anyone so far. 

I think he's on like, murder twelve. 



On the other hand

if it was a toucan

then the woman just wore a toucan corpse on her fist...

& that probably needed to be dealt with

using murder

& the Captain was pretty good at that. 

The weight of dusk settled. In the direction of the lemon grove, the smoke & glow

of a massive fire illuminated the violet sky with red & gray. Crickets joined the creek's 

rollicking chant. Underscoring it all, beat the slow percussive knock of hide-drawn 

drums. A crest of moonlight shined black reflections off  pebbles in the water showing 

the underbellies of trees, shimmered constantly by rushing creek momentum & a 

myriad of insects. 

As if sensing peril (because I totally nailed her)

the woman fled to the woods 

disappearing into the darkness.

I gave what chase I could,

but having slept most of the day,

I found myself locked in a perpetual state of morning wood.



& obviously running through jungle brush with a stiffie at night is a terrible idea,

so I took care of that first. 

But after that,

I ran after her like nothing else mattered.

Every step drained life from me

in debts of pain. 

Also, I was suddenly way more tired 

& far less motivated to pursue the women. 

A roar rose of distant voices. 

It compelled me towards the source of calamity.  

Volume swelled.

Not only to my approach,

but within its internal emotion. 

It was gleefully barbaric. 

Once I got near enough,



I bravely 

hid in the bushes. 

A mob of local cannibals stood laughing 

over the Captain;

bound & prepared for slow-roasting. 

There was singing, dancing

& some serious banging

going on at the celebratory murder of my compatriot. 

Regret briefly overcame me. 

If only my “reserve of sexuality” wasn't so “recently depleted,”

I could have mounted a daring escape attempt

by sneaking into the orgy 

& really blending in. 

To these people,

intercourse seemed as casual as a high five. 

But steeped in the mirth

brewed a grim rage. 



The corpses of the Captain's victims were all gathered,

even the waterlogged cadaver of the bastard who stabbed me. 

So composting is definitely a lie.

It appeared as though they intended

to rotisserie roast the pilot 

over the open flame 

of the victims' fiery remains. 

Their families gathered to grieve

shrieking dark harmonies to the night song. 

They adorned the departed in jewelry, fabrics & charms

kissing their hands farewell,

Or they could have been fruits, noodles & herbs

& maybe they were going to eat them too. 

I really wouldn't put it past this bunch of darkies...

Is that racist?



They don't have a race. 

They're island darkies. 

Maybe "natives" is better. 

Native darkies. 

There, are you happy?

The indigenous peoples 

celebrated the capture of the monster

who brought tragedy 

to their shores. 

They spit mouthfuls of marinade

onto the Captain

& "administered stuffing" to the poor pilot's rear,

who on that night,

rectally ingested 

garlic

an apple

butter 



(which wasn't that bad 

& sort of made sense on a culinary level 

but it just looked really gross)

Baby powder  

(not the baby powder for butts, 

powder made from babies) 

Seventeen gherkins 

& a quail. 

I was glad I had chosen not to masturbate. 

As the quail disappeared from sight,

the mob was hushed by the approach

of an unseen third party. 

The woman.

Only now, she presented herself

in a long, gray hooded robe of animal

(likely rodent) skin. 

She addressed them in the native language. 



They listened, heads down, eyes closed. 

The quail made its getaway. 

With my suspicions of her treachery confirmed enough, 

I let loose a rock like the thunder of Zeus, 

crying, “Don't worry buddy!

I totally nailed her!” 

Perhaps if I slaughtered the lying wench,

it would create a distraction

significant enough for the pilot

to make an escape. 

Unfortunately, when the stone left my hand

a freshly formed scab on my chest tore,

& I release a very masculine & commanding shriek. 

My projectile sailed just over the woman's head 

& crashed against a tree

gaveling in a silence amongst the mob. 

Negotiations were made for my surrender. 



They were very similar to the last ones. 



Day 5

I've been told I masturbate too much. 

I don't get it. 

What is the moral offense 

in making yourself feel good?

Say for the sake of argument, it offends God. 

If God made us in his image 

wouldn't we want God to be happy with His work

as we wish to be happy with our own?

Perhaps, God does not appreciate 

the praise of men,

much in the same way 

that men appreciate the love of dogs,

but even the most profound canine affections

rarely exceed pleasures of the more normal

healthy human relationships. 

If it came down to it,

wouldn't you let God masturbate?



If God wanted to,

who are we to say 

"No God, don't do that."

Besides,

science purports that frequent masturbation 

promotes longevity. 

It also makes you happier. 

& God doesn't want you to die or be sad. 

If He wanted you to die

He wouldn't have made you in the first place.

Because He doesn't make mistakes. 

If God wanted you to be sad

He would have "chosen" you. 

(That's an inside joke for Jewish people)

So jerk off. 

Who's gonna die?

I awoke in a darkened cell. 



Through the cracks of the hand-laid stone walls the faintest hint of daylight 

shined through, though it gave no indication as to the actual time of day. The air tasted 

stale. Rank dust coated the throat with each breath. 

Inexplicably, my chest no longer hurt. 

I felt the rough edges of stitching 

where the blade punctured my torso,

but looking down

I saw what looked like a skin graft

of an entirely different complexion

plastered over the wound. 

It seemed as though in between the delirium of my surrender 

& regaining consciousness, 

I had managed to secure myself some highly advanced medical treatment. 

A nasty bump throbbed on my head

where I was struck by a spear butt

as per the agreed conditions

But overall, I felt strangely refreshed. 

I called out to the darkness



to no response. 

the air felt at once damp & sterile. 

I went to void my bowels in the corner of my cell

because what else did I have planned that day?

I didn't think to do the deed yesterday because everything hurt 

so much to my dismay

I had a double poo.

It was the first poo I'd taken on the island.

I could see my whole journey 

in the folds of the log. 

Banana,

other bananas,

some coconut,

& lady meat

swirling together 

in a mash-up of digested tragedy

that was my life. 

After several minutes

of what may have seemed



to the untrained ear

like open weeping,

my “improvised jazz wailing”

fetched me a visitor. 

The only entrance or exit to my cell

came as a thick, molding door

of bound, tree sapling trunks. 

It had a small viewing window

but without any light, 

there was little use for it,

except maybe to accept food scraps

or to fart out of 

in case of emergency. 

But as I prepared to dispense wind

from the port hole,

a distant glow of approaching torchlight

grew in the viewing hold. 

Several sets of footsteps neared 

with no sense of real urgency



which paused near my cell. 

The sound of wood grating wood

echoed into my cell. 

I deduced the doors were likely sealed

by a plank laid across the frame. 

A murderous roar erupted

followed by the reverberating echos 

of graphic violence. 

I deduced it was the Captain

who eventually fell silent. 

The footsteps grew louder,

accompanied by the sound of dragging foot. 

Suddenly, 

the door to my cell shot open

hurtling me back 

sending wind everywhere.

A collection of four massive indigenous darkies filled my cell 



with the Captain, barely conscious, hanging at their heels. 

They began to smell my double poo. 

The indigenous people were very dignified about the whole thing 

& pretended not to notice.

The Captain muttered something about how they allowed bathroom breaks. 

In a flurry of vicious struggle & self-urination,

I too was taken away. 

We were carried down several hundred steps

in a spiral of increasing heat & humidity. 

The air reeked with coal & sulfur, 

only aggravated by the oil based torches 

mounted to the outer wall of the stairwell. 

It all looked really flammable

& bad for the lungs. 

At the base of the stairs

we were ushered into a large unlit room

& deposited without guard. 



They left in silence. 

I groped in the darkness on cold, cobbled ground for the Captain. 

The infrastructure developments of the locals came as a shock, lessened only by

the awareness of their miraculous medical capabilities, but stunned nonetheless. With 

their meager tools & limited resources, they had managed to create massive, intricate 

mining operations. Despite being at least fifty feet underground, a cool draft hummed 

overhead. 

The chamber abruptly illuminated itself

with a brilliant, soft violet light. 

The woman stood before me

in her ornate robe

which flowed over her like a silken river

covering every inch of her side boobs. 

I reviled her all the more. 

She was one of them.

Fury broiled silently under his skin.

The woman introduced herself

As The High Priestess

Leader of the Nation of Müür. 

Before, you could seriously

stare at her straight on



& see both side boobs

at the same time. 

How does that even work?

Right off the bat

She apologized for our treatment

& for the deceptions employed. 

Oh God, that Egg-headed Idiot was right...

She anticipated we had many questions

All of which she would he willing to answer. 

Could she be ambushed, subdued, coerced or killed given an ample distraction from

let's say an incompetent assault led by an utter boob?

Why did she put the boobs away?

With no guards present, if she were to let's say let out a scream of horrible pain,

how long would it be before they returned, or would it be at all possible to muffle her

cries by forming a hand cup over her mouth?

What cup size was she really,

& what are the odds of island royalty

doing mouth stuff?

I believe the Captain's initial intent



was to spit in defiance

but instead, reacted by vomiting

a considerable helping of blood & stomach lining. 

Silenced by our own infirmities, 

The High Priestess continued. 

She welcomed is as official guests 

of this island she called Müür. 

The woman warned us 

The mere fact of her existence 

may seem upsetting, 

but that we should remember

above all

that she meant us no harm or ill will. 

To ensure our continued safety, she explained,

measures were being taken to calm the angrier locals, 

& until then, 

we were to remain under heavy personal guard 

in the direct company of The High Priestess. 

She delivered her speech in an overly elegant manner

as though it was a prepared & rehearsed. 



The pilot demanded to know how none of the tribesmen could communicate with

us, yet she spoke near perfect English. 

As the Captain spoke, he attempted to rise. 

His elbows buckled with fatigue & desperation.

 His eyes clamped down in pain. 

What she said next was so outlandish, 

I couldn't begin to explain how silly it sounded,

But at the same time,

her words dripped with the conviction, enthusiasm & out-dated racism

which can only be replicated by really, really old women

& this is coming from the guy who says "island darkies."

(Looking back on it now,

I can see that that was poor word choice.)

Despite her appearance,

the woman claimed to be many thousands of years old

But never aged past young adulthood. 

The Captain laughed. 

He was now fully convinced none of this was real

 & began showing the first signs of a giddy mental breakdown. 



I was suspicious to say the least,

but encouraged her to continue

because talking made her chest bounce.

She was born to a humble hunter & his quaint gatherer wife.

 Her childhood was spent rebelling against her parents,

 neither hunting nor gathering,

 but insisting on indulging in the radical new age phenomena,

 "learning."

Her first several generations of life were spent seeking out the wisest minds

who might have an answer or help her gain knowledge & understanding.

She found nothing but fake promises. 

She also claimed to have "invented the dog."

The woman spent the next several thousand years 

amassing a fortune under various identities, 

traveling through what was probably Western Europe

But she pronounced it as "Wüstürn Ëüröpë."

The High Priestess made her fortune in a number of ways: 

She invented prostitution & subsequently pimping, 

distributing the first agriculture instruction manuals, 

teaching men to fish then inventing the fishing license, 

fish nets, hair nets, butterfly nets,

 rabbit snares & most other net based inventions. 



On several occasions her secret became known,

 & in those moments of panic,

 improvised fantastical lies about her origin,

 leading to the seeds of many modern conspiracy theories

 such as witches, lizard men 

& a particularly ludicrous idea about "tiny, dirty, volcanic soul-aliens."

The woman then entered a period on intense study, 

determined to absorb all available knowledge. 

She read every book;

studied all the crafts & sciences. 

By the end of this era,

whose time span she admits 

"got away from her,"

but estimated at about 2000 years,

the woman was ready to start family. 

Of the many claims she made,

none stuck out quite like the fact

that the conception of Greek gods were inspired 

by the legacy of her first brood of immortal children. 

She never named the father 

but said he was "a mortal fisherman who invented cunnilingus."

While the woman kept the truth of her immortality secret

for thousands of years,



her children liked to boast & promote themselves. 

As they created & facilitated their own lore

The High Priestess reached the moral conclusion 

that an unaging entity

such as She

has the means & responsibility

to improve humanity. 

The Captain did not care in the slightest. He looked at The High Priestess like he

simply wished to reach out, rip out her larynx & use it as a condom while he raped her

youngest child. 

You know the look. 

I tried to see if the fabric on her robe

outlined her nipple at all. 

Nothing. 

But I like that in a woman. 

No detectable nipples. 

The woman then claimed that Fred Nietzsche

 was a horse-fucking, thieving hack. 

But as she studied & theorized 

what made the best human

The High Priestess came to believe 

an immortal human may be better



but the best humans 

are partially qualified

by the intense drive

mortality fuels. 

She observed in her children

an arrogance,

a lack of will,

& disregard for mortal life

the children

 deemed inferior. 

Her undying offspring

eon after eon

refused

willfully

to outgrow angst. 

So like any parent

she plotted the murder of her family. 

It was a choice not without dilemma

at which point the woman claimed the have resolved the issue

by inventing the coin flip. 

The woman killed her children. 

which was a relief;

discovering they could be killed

if not by time or disease

by gratuitous violence. 



Although deeply disturbed by the woman's words, 

the Captain's eye glimmered with hope 

upon hearing that at least the immortals could be killed.

 

Beside your run of the mill 

murder tactics

like stabbing, bludgeoning 

drowning, poisoning,

coating the victim in honey 

& releasing bees,

the woman described some more imaginative forms of homicide

like boiling one's legs 

in diluted eggs,

slowly lowering three

kids into a pit of wingless bees,

(she invented rhyming & tweezers)

surgically attaching a kid's mouth

to a bear's ass

in the late fall,

having the bear sleep until spring

waiting through hibernation season

then letting the bear

crap it's hibernation butt plug

into the kid's mouth 

which caused his throat to rupture.  

The Captain rapidly lost confidence in his ability to subdue the woman.



I was enjoying the story

right until I found out the bear-shit-eating dead kid was a guy. 

That changed everything for me. 

This lady sucks. 

After the demise of her children,

The High Priestess entered a period of grieving.

Odd, considering 

there is a lot of planning

involved in creating & designing

a pit of bees

which you can lower multiple persons into. 

Did she have help tweezing wings off the bees?

Did she crowd-source?

Was there still a pit of deranged bees somewhere on the island

  the woman could fall, or get thrown into?

Following generations of mourning, 

the woman began her settlement on Müür



Damn.

From then on, 

The High Priestess continued efforts 

to manufacture a better humanity. 

She shared her results with us. 

Again, 

I got the distinctive feeling

that this was less of a discussion

& more of monologue. 

It felt like next level condescension

to the point where I couldn't even get mad about it,

So I tried to pay attention 

because regardless of whether or not

she was telling the truth

she seemed to really need to tell her story. 

But it sounded really stupid,

so I faded in & out of focus

trying my best to listen,



& really just focusing on nodding & going "mhm"

at appropriate times. 

People need that.

The lifespans of the natives 

sometimes exceeded four hundred

& even those individuals did not die of natural causes.

(unless you count getting eaten natural)

God this is boring.

They simply aged very slowly. 

Like your story.

The High Priestess achieved this through selective breeding

 using her unparalleled knowledge of science & medicine. 

The perfect human, however,

was not just determined by biology,

but by the shaping factors

 the social contract & infrastructure create. 

She walked towards the wall. 

as she neared the stones

the violet light

which seemed to emanate 



from the mortar

intensified. 

Gold glowing pictographs appeared on the stones

as she ran her hands over them. 

There were diagrams of the human body,

chemical formulas,

& what looked like notes in an indistinguishable language. 

It seemed less likely that she was full of shit. 

& if I hadn't already voided my bowels

I would have done so now. 

The High Priestess then brought up the cannibalism. 

A turning point for the society of Müür

 came from the adoption

 of institutionally sanctioned cannibalism. 

It made people "go."

Müür ran on a merit system. 

By law,

the only citizens eligible for consumption

were the bottom 10% of individuals,

 based on individual performance as functional members of society. 



Every citizen had a record

detailing all their contributions to Müür. 

Each task, occupation, sexual act & sin 

had a given point value. 

Those with the fewest points 

were given incentive

 to work undesirable, high point tasks,

or get eaten.

The system created 

a workforce more diligent, prolific & motivated

than the world had ever seen. 

That being said,

the locals were relatively unintelligent,

but by her design. 

The tasks assigned were moderately primitive. 

The most rewarding chores were things like

fishing, farming, & basket weaving

while preferring not to reward things like studying philosophy. 

Merit came with action.

The natives were allowed to choose whatever professions & tasks they

wanted & could switch between disciplines when they felt like it, creating a

sense of capitalism which is still completely overshadowed by serfdom. 

She theorized that eventually



her capitalistic cannibalism model 

could be introduced globally

to great results. 

The High Priestess already unleashed 

some of her disciples into the world as a test run through the ages

to see what impact they might have in society. 

In this practice she found

that the "unconditional love" approach,

while highly effective in small island communities,

generally ended in horrible violence

& overpopulation 

on large scales. 

In comparison, the cannibalism model possessed 

a greater sense of social responsibility. 

She found her people to be incredibly supportive & encouraging towards

their loved ones, who they did not want to get eaten. 

It pushed people to excel in their work. 

It kept populations down,

despite birth rates were very high. 

Supposedly, they had a “Thanksgiving” type holiday,

but with way more “baby-snatching.”

She reiterated the Captain's observation 

that she observed the natives

to be much happier than any generation of man



which had lived before. 

They did procreate a lot. 

The average citizen slept 1/3 of their life

Banged another 1/3 

& did everything else in the remainder. 

The Captain asked why the natives didn't need to sleep at all when he encountered

them, yet still functioned perfectly. 

The woman replied the cannibals could stay awake for a week at a time, so

long as they slept for a few days afterward. 

I asked if she needed sleep. 

She did. 

Did she wear pajamas?

She invented them. 

The woman explained that having kids

was one of the largest society point earners. 

A curious quirk developed as a result, she chuckled hollowly. The culture

created a handful of female "celebrities" who produced particularly delicious

babies. 

It was an honest attempt at humor



but I found it off-putting & vulgar. 

The Captain was less than amused. He rose to his foot & demanded to know what her

intentions were with us. Though he issued threats, there was crack of fear in his

parched throat. 

I wondered, 

had he begun to believe

the wild claims 

of The High Priestess?

The woman replied,

she wished to grant the Captain citizenship

 & become part of her society of happy cannibals. 

The High Priestess admitted

when she first caught wind of our crash

she had every intention of killing us. 

However, 

report after report

detailing the Captain's talent for murder

piqued her intrigue. 

When she learned of his capture

she ordered he be held 

for examination purposes. 

The pilot asked if she also ordered all the women to visit him during the first night. 



She had not. 

Could she?

She could. 

Would she now?

No. 

What The High Priestess hadn't counted on

was a dashing renegade,

A second survivor 

with a pig sidekick3

& savior for the legless boob

I'm paraphrasing 

but you get the idea. 

Then I realized

I totally left Sue at the creek.

Sue was completely fine; thriving even. The Banana monument had evolved into 

a formidable structure, like a beaver dam made of truffles, mud & sticks. Local farm 

hands wandered by, & having no idea how to process such a thing would either leave 

3 Shit...



confounded, or in kind spirit, leave a truffle or two from their storage. Cannibal children 

came to play by the bank, & quickly became a workforce for Sue. 

Once the woman confirmed the deaths 

of four additional men,

all of whom were slain 

by a single, relatively infantile

one-legged

injured

& imprisoned man

The High Priestess knew 

she needed the Captain. 

The woman explained 

the Captain's victims were

mostly members

of an elite guard;

the best the island had to offer;

undergoing centuries of combat training;

slain with basically no help. 

Hey...

Literally no help.

The High Priestess took the pilot's hand

bowed her head

& praised him as the finest human specimen

she could have ever imagined

in all her life. 



Knowing she wanted to preserve the Captain's bloodline, 

the woman schemed up her deception as Rachel. 

She wanted to study him

& confirm the magnificent claims of her people,

but knew the Captain would attack anyone associated with the tribe. 

In a shocking move,

The High priestess fell to her knees,

& begged the Captain's forgiveness

for her deceptions as well as any offense

her people may had committed to deserve his wrath. 

I peed a little,

hoping they wouldn't talk about

why exactly the Captain was so mad. 

I wondered if my little beach camp still stood

or if the flight attendant's arm bone was still there. 

It was

& well maintained. 

The camp, 

not the arm. 

That was super sun-rotten. 



Pheremones. They are unfortunate buttons on our bodies remote control. The High

Priestess's pleading weakened the Captain's resolve to punch her to death. She

excreted such volatile sexuality & faux helplessness it became physiologically

impossible to ignore. 

The woman went on to say

it would be socially irresponsible 

to ignore such a fine genetic specimen,

& if it were at all possible,

she would like the Captain to remain on Müür 

on amiable terms. 

Without betraying any emotion - although his stuff posture physically signaled his inner

turmoil, struggling against the alluring, invisible scent of her ancient snatch - the pilot

asked what would happen if he refused.

We were to be treated as enemy invaders

& devoured. 

Was there any possibility of earning passage off the island & back to civilization through

her social contract?

It would be socially irresponsible to allow the Captain's release. 

I've looked at your blood.

She added with a sultry whisper

But then again, you needn't a microscope 

to see how fine a specimen you are.

For being immortal,



her flirtation skills were awful. 

Also, who says “needn't?”

Bad guys.

Bad guys & dudes who do Shakespeare. 

That's who. 

The Captain remained silent for a long time. It was uncomfortable for everyone,

since the woman only really acknowledged him. 

I became aware

that I wasn't 100% sure

the offer of citizenship had been extended to me as well,

Or if I was to receive the same treatment. 

I thought I was just as fine a specimen

as the pilot. 

& I had two legs

So really, I was sort of better. 

I could definitely outrun the guy,

which in a real combat situation



is all that actually matters. 

Finally, after staring off into the luminescent symbols & mortar, the pilot's eyes

converged on the woman, & growled the words, "I accept."



He was literally carted off 

in a wagon full of women

he was supposed to bang. 

That was his new job.

Impregnating as many women as possible. 

Foreign, local celerity women at that. 

The woman clapped her hands together,

& within seconds 

a trolley of gorgeous women

rolled into the violet chamber,

lifted the Captain up,

& carried him away. 

As he disappeared

the halls were filled

with the echos of sucking noises. 



After the terms of his employment were established 

The High Priestess turned to me

& this is what she said:

"I don't know about you. 

You have a look in your eyes which makes me question - in all my years on

earth - whether or not all men have the gift of sentience. 

The tales of your comrade's bravery 

are only matched by the reports of your incompetence. 

I suppose you may acquire citizenship, 

although I doubt it would do you much good. 

As I said, my kingdom is governed on a point system, based on personal

merits. You would be assigned an establishing score, which can be modified

by the tasks & chores available. Keep in mind that the bottom ten percent

are usually too busy being hunted to do much work...

& by all accounts, you are running a severe negative.

 You are, by my calculations, the lowest performing life form on this island."

The woman was not totally without sympathy to my plight. 

Luckily, there were tasks & chores that earned individuals more points. Unfortunately, 

these were the worst tasks,

& everyone knows that the people doing those jobs



were the ones up for grabs

So "hunting" people on the job has been an issue in the past. 

My situation apparently merited

the worst job on the island.

Waste disposal.

My job,

for the time being,

was to travel from village to village 

& every outpost,

collect & carry buckets of poop

to the top of the volcano

& burn it.

The woman warned me 

I would most likely get eaten

& that my only company would be the village necrophiliac

who stays on crap-cart duty

to "pay for his hobby,"



as committing acts of necrophilia

(naturally)

severely impacts your overall score

in a negative way

. 

"But," she continued,

"The wily devil has made bargains with almost all the avid hunters. In

exchange for not hunting & eating him, he would not defile a particular

family's beloved departed. He has a secret signal he uses to communicate

who he is to the hunters so they know not to attack him."

I asked what the signal was.

Pray you never find out.



Meeting the village necrophiliac 

was more disturbing than I imagined. 

The woman made our introduction

but only after having to settle

a dispute between the necrophiliac

& his hut-mate, the island equivalent of a cannibalistic "foodie."

One accused the other of fucking his snack.

The other accused the first of snacking on his fuck-thing. 

After an awkward handshake,

he smiled at me.

The man had no teeth

but looked like he had jabbed

an entire dislodged finger or toe nail

into his gums for decoration.

This was to be my existence.

I thought of Sue again,

& asked The High Priestess 



it I could fetch the piglet.

According to the woman,

the pig's occupation was trufflling.

Sue was indeed a member of the society

although the piglet happened to be in the same

social bracket as I.

The news was troubling,

but the woman assured me 

Sue's most recent endeavor,

the Banana Memorial,

had quickly lifted the piglet's social standing

& soon would be out of danger. 

The woman left me with the village necrophiliac

& his pretentious looking hut-mate.

They clearly still had a lot of bad blood between them

& probably apologized for the sake of not squabbling in front of The High Priestess. 

Their only common ground at the moment



came from them both wanting me dead.

(although for entirely different reasons)

Luckily, once night fell, 

& dinner was served

calamity arose

when it was discovered the village necrophiliac

administered a noxious poison to all the food

rendering him & myself temporarily ill, thereby unappetizing 

what with all the defecation that followed. 

The foodie being the foodie

ate way more than us

& died. 

In the end the village necrophiliac 

got exactly what he wanted. 

Days 6 -?

After working the night shift

with my new friend



I'm convinced I will never have another sexual thought,

ever.

As it turns out,

running buckets of shit up a mountain all day

isn't such a bad way to earn a day's living.

You get to be outside.

There is plenty of light exercise.

You really make a difference.

People count on you.

It is way more rewarding than my other job,

inspecting glue for safety,

personally

making sure kids couldn't get high on any of the products,

personally.

That was a good job too. 

But good jobs usually come down to who you work with,



& sometimes you have to work with someone

who gives you a little something called culture shock.

Like when they fuck dead bodies.

On the final run up the volcano,

I spotted the Captain on the balcony 

of an ornate stone villa.

He was surrounded by three nude women

who massaged him 

& fed him fruit

& kebabs while he did pottery.

I knew so little about the man.

I felt no bitterness towards him. 

He had been through a trauma

that hopefully these lovely ladies would help him get over.

We seldom crossed paths

with one exception during routine “collections.”

A chipper pilot assured me things would be okay.



He had a plan.

I assumed it involved murdering everyone

& didn't give it much thought. 

As the week passed,

hope faded.

Day by day

I walked by his balcony

& saw him lounging about

making pots

& one other occasion 

when I did see him sneaking out at night 

with a few of his creations strapped to his back.

I assumed it was a murder plot

& thought no more of it.

This time around,

I could only watch for so long

because the village necrophiliac



returned from an extra-long break.

He kept a bag of severed vaginas

& I could never really tell 

by the way he so casually reached for into the sack

whether he intended to fuck them or gnosh on them.

Despite his peculiarities,

the village necrophiliac is a very nice guy

& tries hard to communicate effectively

despite the language barrier.

(& anyone who travels knows

that this is as gracious as human beings can get,

when you're willing to flap your arms about 

like a seizure patient with no arm bones

trying to communicate 

how to get to the nearest train station)

Facts about the village necrophiliac:

- He likes kites, & would like to see the plane debris at some point. The notion of our 

arrival filled him with such a childlike glee.



- For an older, slightly heavy man, who looks fifty but is probably closer to three hundred

can run uphill remarkably fast, but not downhill because of his joints. 

- He hums while he walks.

- He has kids, but they actively avoid him, probably because he fucks dead people & he 

seems to understand that pretty well.

The village necrophiliac illustrated 

his insecurities regarding his capabilities as a provider

through stick on sand drawings 

& hand signals.

Sure, he brought home food everyday.

But he'd fuck it.

& that's weird for kids growing up.

So he doesn't blame them for not being around

& respects their choices.

He sends gifts

& although I couldn't piece together 

based on his signing & miming



what the gifts were

I knew I didn't want one. 

He enjoyed his work,

& was okay with it

because it allowed him to do what he loved most in life

which if I haven't said enough,

is having sex with corpses. 

The village necrophiliac

projected a humble, accepting demeanor

which radiated warmth & wisdom.

He just smelled like shit, semen & dead people.

You know, surface stuff.



On one occasion,

the village necrophiliac led me back to the creek.

Initially, I thought he had somehow intuited

my desire to find Sue the pig, 

but no luck.

Instead, the man took me to the waterfall

I had first heard when I came to Müür. 

The creek deepened a considerable amount

at the mouth of the waterfall

& formed a large pond.

The village necrophiliac waded into the water

& after gesturing me to follow

swam directly under the cascade. 

I took a deep breath & followed suit. 

On the other side,

I was met by not only the village necrophiliac

but several local children as well. 



They hoisted me out of the water

& gave me a towel made of animal hide.

& by animal hide I mean human skin. 

As I followed them deeper 

into the cavern behind the falls

I noticed both children were disabled.

The younger of the two,

a girl, 

had withered hands with fused fingers

& walked with a floppy gait.

The boy

(if he could be called a boy...

The child was by far the largest local I had yet to encounter, 

standing nearly twice my height

& four times my diameter,

the young man had to stoop at the knees and back

to fit in the cave)



suffered from severe mental retardation. 

We traveled further into the cavern

only to be greeted by more locals. 

An group of elderly natives

welcomed us with food & water. 

More & more started to appear. 

While there was no unifying symptom between them,

they all seemed to be disadvantaged. 

The village necrophiliac signed to me

that the people in this cave

were like us.

Other “less-than-ten-percenters.”

He introduced me around. 

Most of them were children,

gregarious & eager to meet a newcomer

except for a small group of very skinny,

cannibal equivalent of nerds & intellectuals



who mostly stayed on the sides of the cave

playing a game that looked a lot like chess

but with finger bones. 

Finally, I was introduced to a quadriplegic

by the name of U  ü  l  ü  t  ü  m  ü  .

Embarrassingly,

I went to shake her hand. 

The village necrophiliac propped her up

& she nodded at me warmly. 

Over the course of a few minutes

the group pieced her story together for me.

Apparently,

she was the mother of only one child;

an uncommon thing amongst Müürians. 

The traumas of childbirth left her barren

& with only one shot at motherhood,

the quadriplegic gave parenting her all.



But the child was unwell.

It had no physical disability,

but became sick very often. 

The child constantly dipped into consumption territory,

& the only thing the mother could do 

was gift her flesh to the community,

limb by limb,

to pay her child's debt. 

The story moved me.

Mostly my stomach,

but emotionally, too.

I asked what happened to the child,

& was told it died of fever.

Using puppets,

(I won't mention what they were made of)

the village necrophiliac explained 

how he created this sanctuary for the damned. 



The High Priestess's society it seemed 

was not without flaw. 

According to him, 

it was nearly impossible for an individual to raise their ranking

once they fell below the 10% mark. 

Changes in scores were reported to several “civic out-posts”

(they were guys hiding in trees) 

or they could be relayed to The High Priestess directly.

But The High Priestess's availability for such matters

was like the President of the United States' ability

to respond to every email that gets sent their way. 

Therefore, most reporting had to go through the out-posts

which were usually being camped and stalked by dangerous hunters.

Their testimony perturbed me,

& as we left the hidden cavern

I felt helpless. Or maybe I was horny. 

They feel really similar sometimes.



To make matters worse,

as The High Priestess predicted,

we were attacked by a hunter at nightfall

moments after emerging from the waterfall.

The village necrophiliac noticed the signs of ambush

well before me.

To my shock & dismay,

he began dumping buckets of freshly collected shit all over himself.

(the locals recently had something similar to what you or I would refer to as a "gumbo 

festival" but with less chicken, shrimp & sausage, & way more chunks of handicapped 

children)

He shot me a panicked glare

which told me to follow suit.

I crafted myself a suit 

of clammy feces.

We retreated along the creek.

I felt the village necrophiliacs pressing desire



to lead the assailant away from the waterfall.

The hunter emerged from the tree line,

with a large two-handed ax

ready to go.

Upon witnessing our

"ancient self-defense technique"

he paused.

& for a real moment

thought about how he would not eat shit meat

but he might just kill us anyway.

In the gray moonlight, the subtleties of eye-movement are concealed, but their 

gaze can still be felt from predator to prey. The hunter's billowing locks of hair did little 

to stifle the pulsing aura of animalistic hunger seeping from his eyes.

I thought I perceived a nonchalant shrug of indifference

as the hunter began his advance towards us,

as though murdering us came from a place of, “I mean, I might as well...”

The Hunter charged & attacked the nearest person,

the village necrophiliac.



His bones splintered under the strike.

I've never done anal

but I've seen a guy's arm

get chopped off with an ax.

I'm thirty. 

I rushed into action

determined to save my friend.

My time on the island 

had honed my throwing arm.

I felt unstoppable.

My right arm

was a biological trebuchet.

I jettisoned a projectile hard

into the Hunter's face.

But having no rocks,



I had to hit him 

very accurately & powerfully

with a non-fatal poo.

He seemed hurt by the gesture,

but not physically.

Then my meaty one-armed friend

hurt him physically.

With his remaining hand

the village necrophiliac

turned the hunter

into something of a puppet,

blasting his fist

right up the gunter's bum.

He told me to run, 

I assumed.

There was a lot being yelled.

I didn't know what to do.



If I ran over there & fought,

we'd look like mud-wrestlers

but its poo, we're all dudes

& penetration had already been established.

I didn't think I could kill 

a regular man with a poo

let alone a mystical centuries-old

cannibal warrior with an ax.

But running didn't seem like a good option

because in my current state

dripping & draped with feces,

I would be pretty easy to track.

Begging for mercy came to mind,

but watching he village necrophiliac continue to get maimed

while still thrusting his forearm deeper & deeper into the butt of the Hunter,

making high pitched gurgling noises

(which might have been involuntary

but were definitely full of pain, terror & pleading)



made me think that begging

wouldn't be all that convincing.

I tried to get back to my roots,

but I didn't even know the native words 

for "solicit" & "my body."

I've found in certain circumstances,

“spontaneous bargaining blow-jobs”

are acceptable, or even expected in negotiations,

But a fight with axes & poop

is not one of those circumstances.

Not wanting to look like some 

mud-wrestling scat queer,

I ran away screaming, covered in shit. 



For what seemed like hours,

I sprinted into the jungle.

Sweat poured off my body

& soaked into the crap

which was chafing my entire soul.

My flight left me by the creek

where I was stabbed.

Only now it was home

of a monumental Banana Monument.

It must have reached at least thirty feet high

consisting of mostly white & black truffles.

It was a treasure of sorts.

I know truffles can be quite expensive

& the pile looked to be worth a fortune.

Confident I had lost the hunter,

I took a long drink from the creek, 



washed as much poop off of me as I could,

& rested. 

If you've never taken a giant bite out of a raw black truffle,

don't.

It's terrible.

I think it was a black truffle.

I dunno,

it was dark

& there was poop everywhere.

Looking around,

I could see evidence of Sue everywhere.

Little hoof prints.

Holes where truffle hunting took place

& the snout marks to search

& a neat pile of pig turds

a safe distance from the water.

Quite a considerate pig.



Hygienic too.

It wasn't long 

before my little companion returned 

to its kingdom of fungus.

Sue seemed neither surprised nor glad to see me

but hesitated very little

before curling up on my dung caked lap

for a nap. 

The piglet had put on a bit of weight,

as though it must have been eating constantly since I last was there.

With Sue sleeping soundly,

I tried to think of what to do.

Clearly, the system was rigged against my favor.

My situation was dire.

& I saw no way out of it.

I would never even get to show the village necrophiliac the plane wreckage.

My new friend made such a sacrifice.



& for what?

I suddenly became very angry with the pilot.

How was it fair that he gets to bang ladies

& make pottery while getting massages

& I have to lose friends 

& bathe in shit?

The system favored those in favor

& cast the rest aside.

To honor my fallen comrade,

& exact revenge on the Captain,

I set off for the crash site

to further desecrate the hostess's cadaver.



With Sue safely tucked under my arm,

I made the long trek back towards the beach.

However, when I finally arrived

I found the Captain was already there.

I didn't recognize him at first

because his beard was considerably shorter

although not completely shaven

& his severed left leg looked much worse 

for reasons I couldn't fathom

because my wound was perfectly fine.

The one-legged pilot sat immersed

in a ring of massive clay pots.

On a pile of what looked like hundreds of squeezed lemon rinds.

Wiring from the plane had been gathered & stripped,

then wrapped around & through the intricate assortment of jars.

The Captain was surprised to see me,

elated even



going so far as to declare, "You were on the plane! I remember you!" over & over as he 

greeted me.

It was nice 

as he didn't remember during our first encounter on the island itself,

but did remember the little dance I did

& even tried his best to replicate it with one leg.

Although he was clearly working very hard,

the Captain appeared quite relaxed & at ease.

When he asked what I was doing here, I panicked

because I didn't want to say I was here to further dishonor his beloved's remains,

& instead said I was there to honor the dead.

I returned the question,

& the pilot replied he had just finished making

our passage off the island.

It appeared the Captain had constructed

a large number of primitive batteries 

using the acid from lemons, copper

& clay pots.



He said he saw it on TV.

Using this method,

he was able to power the plane's radio

long enough to send a distress signal.

He claimed to have made contact 

with a nearby freighter ship

who were on their way to rescue us

as we spoke.

We were saved!

The Captain & I heterosexually embraced.

The pilot set away constructing a crude raft.

He told me the ship would be approaching from the North,

but was large so we would have to go to it, lest it get moored on the shore.

I wanted to help the Captain,

but was told by the Internet long ago

that you should let the handicapped do things for themselves

unless they specifically asked for help.



(I remembered the baby birds

smashed into the sidewalk

& how we would be those birds if we were caught

defying The High Priestess.

Screw the Internet.

The Internet is stupid.)

I came to the Captain's aide

& together we toiled away for hours into dawn.

Sue ate a ton of lemons. 

Screaming with delight after each sour bite.

As morning bloomed

the distance twinkled with roaming torch fires

of search parties

tracking us down.

As we pushed our bodies to the brink,

binding branches & beams with left-over wiring

the dim fires grew brighter 



as they began to converge on our position.

With the sun peeking over the horizon,

we could see the ship's silhouette 

appear on the arc of the sea-line.

The cries of thirsty warriors echoed through the beach.

& a shrill bellow from the woman

sang out across the entire ocean.

She sirened out the battle charge.

The sand beneath our toes shook 

as the entire population of cannibals

swarmed towards us.

Hoards of massive warriors

galloped our way

& as soon as they were within range,

took hold of tiny ravenous women

(the sexual dimorphism never seemed so extreme)

& sent them soaring into the sky 



as an aerial assault 

of crazy bitches.

We struggled to get the raft in the water.

The women came splashing down all around us.

The pilot's whole leg situation was really holding the team back.

He seemed to sense this, 

& without consulting me,

slipped off the raft,

& shoved me towards safety,

telling me to paddle 

& not look back.

He then span around

to face The High Priestess.

The Captain held in one hand

a satchel 

identical to the one the village necrophiliac's

Only not the vagina bag,



the bag of poison he used to kill his foodie hut-mate,

In the Captain's other hand, he held a knife.

He declared that The High Priestess would never have his genes,

wailed the name of his beloved

& to the horror of us all,

the pilot castrated himself on the shore.

The High Priestess cried out in despair.

"For the memory of my love,

which you monsters devoured,

I will see your dream destroyed!" the pilot shouted.

He then opened the container of caustic poison

& consumed the whole thing.

"It was me!" I yelled, almost unconsciously.

"I ate the air hostess!"

"What?" The Captain called back.

He couldn't hear me.



"Nevermind. It's not important." I replied.

The Captain fell into the tide

& died.

Silence fell over the beach.

If you've never seen the face

of an immortal person's dreams get dashed,

let me assure you

it is terrifying.

But at least I was safe.

Then the waves brought me back to shore.

A group of five towering warriors

wrenched me from my craft.

They threw me before the woman

who stared at me 

with a contempt I could not justly describe in words.

As The High Priestess lost herself in quiet rage,

thinking of what to do with me,



the tribe began picking away at the Captain.

She didn't stop them.

The pilot must have been as delicious

as he was sexually alluring

because the cannibals began to fight over the flesh. 

He seemingly tasted of the stuff of legends.

Chaos churned through the group.

Pushing became shoving.

Sides formed.

Soon, what looked like old rivalries & beefs from meals past, began to resurface.

Still the woman stared in empty wrath.

Finally a spear was thrown.

A bite bitten.

The whole tribe erupted in civil war.

Not wanted to divert my stare from The High Priestess,

I could only see the peripherals of the battle.

I observed that cannibals at war



& cannibals at a buffet

probably look exactly the same.

In the pandemonium

a tribesmen I recognized as the hunter,

berserk with rage & adrenaline,

and little flecks of necrophiliac meat sewn into his braided-beard,

fell onto The High Priestess

& sank his teeth into her right eye ball.

She didn't make a sound

but fell, still staring cold hatred at me,

as she fell amongst the piles & piles

of flesh

that tainted the beach red.

Her remaining eye stayed fixed on me,

even as the rest of her body was eaten

in the turbulence of war.

Then, one by one,

each cannibal began to fall to their knees, mid-meal.



They clenched their stomachs.

They writhed on the floor.

Some began vomiting a blue-green foam

& with loud piercing death rattles like machine gun fire,

they fell into death.

A placid quiet descended

 outside the lapping waves & the sound of blood failing to coagulate pulsed & hummed 

on open, still veins.

Sue finished its pretend fight

from the inside of a rib cage

& nipped my heel

with the faintest plea for an embrace.

I obliged.

The smell of beach, salt & copper steeped in the warming morning. An illusion of 

stillness presented itself over the island, broken only by the growing pool of blood-

browned sand.

A fog horn pierced the wind.

Looking behind me



I could see a small row boat approaching

& further back, the carrier in plain view.

A rugged, one-eyed Vietnamese woman

& her teenage son lifted me into the boat.

They seemed to want to leave Sue,

but I insisted the pig come with me.



Everything is going to be okay.

We should be coming into port any day now.

A man on a two way radio

has instructed me to document

as much as I can recall.

I'm probably going to leave a few things out.

For instance, I genuinely cannot remember anyone's name.

But I think that's all fine

as long as I have the certainty

that absolutely none of this 

is going to come back to haunt me in the future...

I have to go now, there's been an incident on the boat.

Apparently the ship's captain discovered 

a one-legged stowaway in the engine room.

Now what are the odds of that?
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